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Get the Flight of the Javelin Box Set, featuring all three books in the Ebook Tops Bestselling

series. 1000+ pages of space opera action perfect for fans of Jay Allan, Jennifer Foehner

Wells, and JN Chaney.Fifteen years into a twenty-year voyage, war veteran Captain Throttle

Reyne is looking forward to taking a break from dealing with malfunctions, glitches, and the

hassles of monitoring a thousand colonists in cryo-sleep. But when her colony ship breaks

down in the middle of nowhere, Throttle and her crew must leave the colonists behind to

search for help. They find a ship that's not only missing a crew… it's clearly not from their star

system. It's the discovery of a lifetime. All they need to do is tow the mysterious vessel back to

their colony ship for further study andThrottle won't ever have to work again. One problem.

While they're away, the colony ship is stolen—with the colonists still on board. Throttle gives

chase to a lawless star system on the outer rim. To get their colonists back, they must take on

the pirates and ganglords who will do anything—and sell anyone—to make a buck. They play

dirty. But Throttle and her crew play dirtier.Don't miss your chance to experience this space

opera thrill ride in this Special Edition Omnibus. Fast-paced, action-packed, and full of

unforgettable characters both human and alien.Books included in the set:Book 1: Black

SheepBook 2: Free StationBook 3: Rogue Planet

“Make no mistake: The quality of the stories here is unassailable.” –Kirkus Reviews“Valuable ...

educational and enjoyable, a significant retrospective of science fiction’s foremothers.”—

Publishers Weekly (starred review)"An impressive and super fun-to-read collection that’s well

worth picking up, and what it will leave you with (other than the notion that the future ain’t what

it used to be) is the sense that women have always been into sci-fi—and they’ve been good at

it." —Marie Claire “Lisa Yaszek’s fascinating and well-researched anthology presents a trove of

writers who helped define the genre…what all the stories have in common is sheer readability

and a delicious sense of discovery.” —Gary K. Wolfe, The Chicago Tribune About the

AuthorLisa Yaszek, editor, is Professor in the School of Literature, Media, and Communication

at Georgia Tech and past president of the Science Fiction Research Association. She is the

author of Galactic Suburbia: Recovering Women's Science Fiction (2008), and coeditor of

Sisters of Tomorrow: The First Women of Science Fiction (2016); she currently serves as a

juror for the John W. Campbell Memorial Award for Best Science Fiction Novel of the Year and

the Eugie Foster Memorial Award for the Best Speculative Story of the Year. --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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SHEEPChapter OneCaptain Halit “Throttle” Reyne ran her third lap through the Gabriela’s

vacant corridors. She could hear her boots hit the floor, but she couldn’t feel them. In fact, she

couldn’t feel anything below her hips.The ship’s motion sensors turned on the lights before her,

and she knew from fifteen years of being on board the Gabriela that the lights would also turn

off behind her. Her lungs burned—it was a good burn, like sipping a glass of dark rum. She

pushed herself to run faster. Her leg braces clicked with every step.The cargo hauler that had

been repurposed as a colony ship was over a half mile in diameter and seven levels high.

Much of the ship was divided into cargo holds around a massive central storage space capable

of carrying anything under eighty feet tall in its hold. She knew every inch of the ship and could

run it practically blindfolded.A smudge of grime on the wall caught her eye. The hallway curved

to the right, and she took the turn while still looking at the stain. Her left leg brace squeaked,



and her leg went out from under her. She tried to catch herself, but her momentum propelled

her forward and sent her toppling to the floor. She put her hands out in front of her in time to

keep her forehead from slamming into the hard plastic surface.She grimaced from frustration

rather than pain, knowing that she’d allowed herself to become distracted. She should’ve been

focusing on keeping her feet squarely planted on the floor. The distraction had cost her. She

pushed up and rolled onto her butt to examine her braces. The spiderwebs of black alloy and

straps remained wrapped around her legs, and each pivot point showed no damage. That was

the good news.The bad news was the dark wetness soaking the material covering her left

knee.Throttle blew out a breath. “Not again.”She tugged at the fresh tear in her gray pants to

find a deep gash across her kneecap where a strap of her leg brace had sliced. Practically

indestructible, rilon was a strong yet flexible alloy used to build warship hulls, making it the

perfect material for printing leg braces. Unfortunately for Throttle, that meant her body would

give out long before her braces.She pressed her palm against her knee, trying to staunch the

blood. Rivulets formed between her fingers and small streams ran over her skin. She smacked

the floor with her free hand. If Birk was awake, he’d scold her for running so fast, like he’d

scolded her dozens of other times before. But then he’d feel bad and tinker with her braces,

trying to improve them.She wiped her bloody hand on her pants before pulling her feet closer

and planting them squarely on the floor. With them under her, she used the wall to help press

herself upward into a standing position. The braces worked great at giving her stability to walk,

but they did nothing to bring sensation back to her legs. She was paralyzed from when she’d

been shot in the back at two years old in an execution lineup with her family. She’d been the

only survivor, but she faced a lifetime battle against a broken body.All the corridor lights

snapped on and alarms blared, giving Throttle a start. Her wrist-comm chimed a split second

later. She swung up her forearm and tapped the device. “What’s going on, Eddy?”“Sensors

have picked up flooding in cargo bay twenty-three B. Diagnostics show that it’s not a system

error. I’m heading there now to check it out.” The hardware tech’s voice came through unevenly

through the comm’s speakers as though he was running.She exhaled before speaking into her

comm. “On my way.”“Every damn day, something has to break around here,” she muttered to

herself. The previous day, it had been a malfunctioning solar sail. A week ago, they’d lost their

fourth passenger to a cryopod’s faulty carbon dioxide exhaust system.She took two steps to

stabilize her rhythm before breaking into a run back in the direction from which she’d come. As

she ran, she tapped her wrist-comm, tapped on the image of one of the other crew members

on duty, and brought her arm closer to speak. “Nolin, shut down all water lines on level B. And

turn off that damn alarm.”“Working on it,” the ship’s navigator replied.Throttle ran through the

hallway, past several dozen cargo hold doors until she reached one near the end of the

corridor. The alarms silenced, leaving a ringing echo in her ears. She swiped her wrist-comm

over the small wall screen by the door. The screen chimed, and the door unlocked. She slid the

door to the left, into its wall casing, and stepped inside. Lights came on through the long

compartment, showcasing two rows of cryopods. Pausing long enough to close the door

behind her, she took off at a jog between the rows, paying no attention to the hibernating

occupants, and headed straight toward the end of the compartment where there was a second

door.“Do you need me, Captain?” The soft voice of the ship’s medic came through Throttle’s

wrist-comm.“Not yet, Aubree, but you’d better get a kit ready just in case. I’ll update you as

soon as we know this isn’t a false alarm,” Throttle replied.“Understood,” came the other

woman’s voice.Throttle opened the door. Before her stood the ship’s massive central cargo

hold. A full seven levels high and nearly three hundred meters across, entire ships could be—

and had been—built within the bay. Now, the space held thousands of crates of food and



supplies, with a single massive 3D printer sitting in the middle. Everything was strapped down

since gravity was kept at .05 g to increase the lifespan of food and to make moving crates

easier with less effort required.She stepped out on a gangway and grabbed the railing as she

immediately felt her loss of weight in the lower-gravity cargo hold. She scanned the cavernous

space to search for the right compartment number printed large on each door. When she found

the door that read 23-B, she swung over the railing and positioned herself across from it and

three levels down. From the corner of her eye, she saw Eddy pulling himself along the B-level

gangway, wearing nothing but a pair of underwear and carrying his tattered black tool bag.With

a deep breath, she pushed off from the gangway and shot like a torpedo toward 23-B. She

aimed high to let gravity bring her down to the right level. She flew across the open space and

savored the exhilaration she felt every time she flew around the central hold. It was her favorite

activity on the ship, and she never went a day without flying.The gangway approached, and

she reached out. She grabbed the railing and twisted herself around to land on her feet

moments before Eddy reached her.He scowled. “I hate it when you do that. You make it look

easy.”“I told you I’d show you how. You just have to show up.” She gave the pale, skinny

mechanic a once-over. “Though, I hope you decide to wear clothes when you do.”“I was getting

ready for bed when the alarms went off.”“Good thing you don’t sleep naked.”“I do sleep naked,

but I took the time to put my underwear on.” He squeezed past her to get to the wall panel

outside 23-B. He set down his tool bag, swiped his wrist-comm over the panel, and typed in

several commands. His body relaxed and he gave her a smile. “Good news. The

compartment’s not flooded. It’s just another sensor malfunction.”“So it says,” Throttle said with

little confidence and tapped her wrist-comm. “Nolin, confirm the water lines have been shut

down on level B.”“Confirmed, Captain.”She grabbed the railing and wrapped her other hand

protectively around his wrist and tugged him to not stand directly in front of the door.He eyed

her grip and gave her a frown. “It’s just a malfunction. Nothing to worry about.”“It’s my job to

worry,” she said.He shrugged, turned, and grabbed the handle with his free hand. He slid the

door open. A wall of water slammed outward. Propelled by the buildup of pressure from within

the cargo compartment, it knocked both crew members off their feet. Throttle held tight as a

waterfall shoved them off the gangway. The minimal gravity in the central cargo hold did

nothing to stop the onslaught. Throttle’s fingers slipped on the wet railing, but she tightened her

grip. After spending much of her life confined to a wheelchair, her upper-body strength was

superior to that of many men, and she used every bit of it to hold on to her crew member.The

onslaught punched at the pair with brutal force. She couldn’t tell if Eddy was still conscious. As

for herself, she could neither see nor breathe, but she held on, hoping the lashing torrents

would soon end. If she let go, Eddy and she would be smashed around the cargo hold or,

worse, drown in a low-gravity pool of water, unable to swim free. Her lungs soon burned. The

muscles in her fingers ached.The water volume decreased, and the pressure no longer

slammed liquid against her body like a million icy needles. Throttle sucked in a breath. She

pulled herself and a coughing, gagging Eddy over the railing and lowered both of them to the

gangway. Water still trickled out from the compartment, but at least it was no longer a

tsunami.She grabbed his shoulder. “You okay?”He continued to cough while he slowly held up

his thumb.She patted his back and took in the scene around the open area. A white-rapid river

of water was ricocheting off the far wall, the first of which had already returned to the side of

the bay where Throttle and Eddy were, pounding the wall a level below them. Water hit the

cargo hold’s surfaces in a surreal game of Ping-Pong as it slowly descended downward in the

low g. Already, water dripped from several crates of food, and rivulets ran off the printer. She

turned around to look inside the compartment to see cryopods overturned and sitting askew. At



least half of the pods had red warning lights flashing.She grimaced and tapped her wrist-comm

to open the channel. “Nolin, Aubree, this is not a false alarm. I need you both down at cargo

hold twenty-three B right now. We have a flooding mess and cryopod problems.”“I’m on my way.

Are either of you hurt?” Aubree asked.“We’re fine,” Throttle replied.“My tools,” Eddy said

between coughs.She glanced at the mechanic to find his bag missing. “And, Nolin, bring your

tools,” she added.“I have them with me, and I’m heading down to you now,” Nolin replied.Eddy

dragged himself to his feet. “I need to find my tools.”“We’ll find them later. We kill the crisis first,”

she said, voicing what had quickly become her most used maxim, with crises appearing nearly

daily of late.She stepped inside the compartment and the gravity immediately weighed her

down. Her legs would’ve buckled if the braces hadn’t held her in place. The water that had

drenched her a minute earlier now poured down her skin and clothes, leaving hair clinging to

her face. She wiped the long strands away from her eyes and walked around a cryopod that

had nearly detached from the floor. The passenger, a middle-aged man, remained asleep,

oblivious to the chaos that had taken place around him.Eddy stopped at a pod with a solid red

light. “Oh no.”Throttle looked over his shoulder to see the pod broken open and filled with water.

The occupant, a teenaged girl, lay inside the small pool with several of her connection cables

detached. She looked asleep, but the screen on the pod displayed DECEASED in bright red

letters.Eddy hurriedly tried to reattach the cables, but the system wouldn’t allow them to

connect.Throttle swallowed the lump in her throat. She’d have to write another name on the

remembrance wall—it was by far the worst activity she had to do as captain of the Gabriela,

and something she had to do far too often.She placed a hand on Eddy’s arm. “Stop. We can’t

do anything for her.”“Maybe it’s not too late. If we can get the cables reconnected…”She tugged

him back. “Eddy, she was dead the moment her pod failed.”“But she’s just a kid. It’s not

fair.”Throttle turned him to face her. “Death doesn’t give a damn about how many years

someone lived when it comes to take them. You can’t help her, but you can help the rest of the

passengers by getting that water line fixed.”He gave a slow nod and yanked away. He walked

toward the wall where a panel had been blown outward while Throttle weaved around the

twenty cryopods in various states of disarray. She was relieved to find that none of the other

pods had been breached.“This doesn’t make any sense,” Eddy said.“What doesn’t?” she

asked, walking over to him.“Look.” He pointed to the narrow metal line that forked off into two

lines. The line had blown out just before the split. Water still dripped from the open line.“What

am I looking at?” she asked.“Both lines are closed. That’s not supposed to happen. One line

should always be open. No wonder the pipe blew.” He shook his head as he thought. “The

sensors should’ve picked up the malfunction and turned off the water before the pressure blew

the line. We had a malfunction on top of a malfunction.”The sounds of footsteps caused

Throttle to turn around to see Aubree rush into the room. The medic’s dark brown skin was

flush from running all the way from her quarters. She carried a medical kit, and her eyes grew

wide as she took in the pods.“See what you can do,” Throttle said, though Aubree had already

moved to check on the first pod.“It seems that Gabriela’s ghost is getting busier and busier with

her shenanigans around here,” Eddy said.“Yes, she has,” Throttle agreed. The Gabriela was a

quirky ship. Ever since the colony transport departed the Collective over fifteen years earlier,

odd things had happened. Lights would randomly come on, cameras would shut off, and rooms

would erratically lock or unlock. The crew blamed it on a ghost. Throttle, on the other hand,

wasn’t superstitious and didn’t believe in ghosts. While many of the events could be attributed

to general system failures, common on any multiyear trip, some of the occurrences couldn’t

have been caused by bugs in the Gabriela’s systems. Things like a missing crate of food, a wet

shower stall on a level no one used, and smudges on walls convinced Throttle that either they



had stowaways, or—more likely—a handful of sleepers didn’t follow the rules and stay confined

to their quarters when they were on their monthly three-day wake cycle from their cryopods.

Not trusting anyone except her crew was why Throttle always carried a photon pistol and

knives any time she was outside her cabin.The cool air drew Throttle’s body heat through her

wet clothes, and she shivered. She then noticed Eddy’s fingers shaking. “You need to get into

some clothes,” she said.He shuddered before taking a step back. “What I need to do is patch

the line, but I can’t patch the line without my tools.”“I have my tools,” Nolin said as he jogged

into the wet room. Like Aubree, his eyes grew wide as he took in the scene, slowing to take

tentative steps. “What a mess.”Eddy rushed over and grabbed Nolin’s tool bag.“Hey, those are

mine,” Nolin exclaimed.Eddy ignored the other man as he sifted through the bag’s contents. He

picked out one tool at a time, said, “No,” dropped it to the floor, and picked out the next

tool.Nolin snatched the bag back from Eddy and bent to pick up the discarded tools.Eddy

reached for the bag again. “What are you doing? I need to patch the water line.”Nolin pulled the

bag away from Eddy’s reach. “Not with my tools if you keep disrespecting them like that.”Eddy

glowered at the ship’s navigator, who stood six inches taller and weighed eighty pounds more

than the scrawny hardware tech.Nolin ignored Eddy and stepped over to examine the water

line. A moment later, he rustled through his bag and pulled out a tube of sealant. He handed

the tube to Eddy. “How about this?”Eddy grabbed it and held it up, shaking his head. “This is A-

tect Plus. This is for minor plumbing repairs. Magtriptic is for any break over three inches in

diameter. Haven’t you learned anything from my tutelage?”Nolin shrugged. “But I don’t have

any Magtriptic.”“I have some in my tool bag,” Eddy said as a matter of fact.“Okay. Then go get

it,” Nolin said.Eddy pursed his lips before waving his hands with a sudden expression of

hopelessness. “I don’t know where it is.”Throttle stepped in. “Eddy, go put some clothes on

before you catch pneumonia. Nolin can patch the break.”Eddy looked from her to Nolin and

finally to the tube. “Well, it’s not ideal, but I suppose it’ll hold until I can seal it properly.” He gave

Nolin another long look. “You’d better not screw it up. A-tect Plus is a mess to scrub off

things.”“Go, Eddy,” Throttle said before Nolin could snap a retort.“Fine. But don’t turn on the

water on this level until I reset the warning system,” Eddy said.“We won’t,” Throttle said with an

edge to her voice. When he left, she turned back to find Nolin already working on the water

line. “Don’t let him get to you.”“That’s easier said than done,” he said glumly.She chuckled. “He

can be difficult, but he’s also the best hardware tech around, not to mention the only hardware

tech on the ship. Without you pulling extra duties, we’d be in for some trouble with only Eddy

around.”Nolin didn’t look away from his work. “I’ve learned that being on a flight crew isn’t all it’s

cracked up to be.”“Try being the only medic to eight hundred and sixty-three people,” Aubree

said as she approached. She sobered as she looked to the open cryopod. “Eight hundred and

sixty-two. We lost Gretchen Eiland.”“I saw,” Throttle said. “There was nothing anyone could’ve

done.”Aubree gave a small smile. “She would’ve made a great colonist. So much potential

lost.”“We should wake her family to let them see her before we send her off,” Throttle

said.Aubree shook her head. “Gretchen lost her family back in the war. She’d signed up for the

trip to start a new life.”The medic frowned and looked down at Throttle’s leg. “You’re

bleeding.”Throttle glanced down to see a stream of blood running down her pant leg. “It’s

nothing. The water makes it look worse than it is. I’ll glue it up when I get back to my

quarters.”Aubree stepped forward. “Let me see.”Throttle held up her hand, blocking the medic.

“It’s just a scratch. Look after the sleepers first.” Another shiver racked Throttle’s body and she

added, “I’m heading upstairs to get out of these wet clothes and grab some hoses and pumps.

We’ll reclaim as much water as we can.”“Should I wake the rest of the crew to help?” Aubree

asked.“Nah. The four of us can handle a little water.”Sixteen hours later.“Who would’ve thought



muscles could hurt so much from working in low grav?” Nolin mused.“Imagine how badly they’d

hurt if we’d been working in full one g,” Throttle said as she locked her wheelchair at her station

on the Gabriela’s bridge. She’d left her braces in her quarters to give her leg a chance to heal.

She’d been surprised when she stripped off her gear to find that the gash had gone down to

the bone. Medical glue sealed the wound, but it would still take a few days for a scar to

form.The perpetually tan-skinned navigator cracked his back. “I’m not so sure. I wouldn’t have

to be a gymnast working in one g. Only my normal muscles would be tired. I have aches in

places I’ve never had aches before.”“You should spend more time in low g, then,” she said. “It’s

good for flexibility.”“If you say so.” His back went straight. “Whoa, that’s weird.”“What’s

weird?”“Did you change our flight path?” Nolin asked.“Of course not,” she replied, frowning.

“Why do you ask?”His fingers flew over his panel as he ran through screens. “The angle of the

solar sails has changed. Our flight path is two-six-four-two point zero-eight-six-one.”She cocked

her head. “That sounds about right.”“It’s not right. Our flight path’s off by two degrees. We were

on a two-six-four-two point zero-eight-five-nine heading. I remember because 859 was the year

I graduated from the Academy.”“Check the nav history,” she said.He didn’t respond for several

long moments. “I don’t get it. The history shows no changes since we had to adjust for that one

asteroid.”“You just woke from your cryosleep cycle a couple of days ago. Are you sure you’re

not confused?”“No way. I don’t have sleeper’s fog. I clearly remember our flight path. It’s not

something I’d forget,” he said.“I believe you,” she said before thinking for several seconds. “If

you’re sure our course has changed, correct it back to the original, and we’ll run checks on our

flight plan.”“I’m sure,” he said without a hint of doubt. He took a deep breath. “Readjusting our

course now.”Throttle watched the numbers change on her screen.“Okay. We’re back on course.

Chalk another one up to the ghost.”Her screen flashed and the bridge alarm sounded. She ran

her hands over the screen, but it was unresponsive. Her breath caught. “I’ve lost control over

here. You?”“Same!”Throttle unlocked her chair and wheeled over to a tech station to find the

screen locked there as well. She entered her override code. Nothing happened. She returned

to her screen and tried various commands, including hitting the screen with her fist. Even that

didn’t work.“What’s happening up there? I just got locked out of all my systems.” Eddy’s voice

came through her wrist-comm.“We’re having the same problem up here,” Throttle replied and

then opened the comm channel to include Aubree. “I’m going to try a reboot. Get ready to go

dark.”Throttle returned to her station, reached under her panel, and opened a small

compartment to reveal a keypad. She entered her six-digit command code. The screens

blinked but remained on. The frozen systems failed to reboot.“It’s not working,” Nolin

said.Throttle’s jaw tightened. “I know, I know.”The screens went blank before a message

displayed:CATASTROPHIC SYSTEM FAILURE IMMINENT.ESTIMATED TIME BEFORE

COMPLETE SYSTEM SHUTDOWN: 47 MINUTES.INITIATE EVACUATION

PROCEDURES.Throttle’s jaw slackened, and her breath left her lungs.“Is that what I think it

is?” he asked quietly.She swallowed back the tar-like pitch forming in her gut. “Yeah. It’s a cat

fail.” A catastrophic failure was the event every captain most feared. If a ship had a cat fail, that

meant critical systems had failed, and there was no fix, no reboot, no coming back. Remaining

systems would inevitably shut down—it was just a matter of time. The electromagnetic system

would no longer generate artificial gravity. The air-filtration system would no longer process

breathable air.But everyone on board the Gabriela wouldn’t suffocate. They’d freeze to death

long before that.Throttle knew the Gabriela had never been built for a twenty-year mission

when she signed on as its captain. The cargo hauler was designed for supply runs across a

single star system, skipping dock service for a year at most. She supposed she should’ve been

impressed that the ship had made it through three-quarters of its mission before giving out.She



inhaled deeply before tapping her wrist-comm. “Aubree, wake the rest of the crew. Let them

know we have to abandon ship.”Chapter TwoThe Gabriela’s systems shut down forty-four

minutes later.Throttle floated near the conference table, holding the edge to keep from drifting

away. All six crew members were in the room with her. All wore the black chime suits like the

one Throttle now wore. Chime suits, nicknamed that because of their variety of warning alarms

that tended to go off at random intervals, were advanced spacesuits. They could provide full life-

support features through batteries that recharged from kinetic energy as well as from power

stations. Newer suits also had solar absorbers in the fabric to recharge the batteries, but none

of Throttle’s crew had those.Most of her crew currently had their magnetized gravity boots on

and “stood” on the floor or walls—or in Eddy’s case, the ceiling. Throttle found herself as

comfortable, if not more so, in zero g. There, her useless legs weren’t nearly as much of a

detriment as they were in gravity.Portable lanterns, clipped on the walls, cast shadows over the

crew’s faces. They all had the good sense to know what they faced, and therefore, all bore the

same expression she felt within herself.Dread.Over the past fifteen years, she’d played out this

scenario a thousand times in her head, with a thousand different ways of dealing with it, but

every time had led to the same outcome. There was no way to save the eight hundred and

sixty-two colonists in cryosleep on board her ship without outside help.“Usually something big,

like space debris or solar flares, causes cat fails. Any idea what caused this one?” Birk,

Throttle’s right hand and co-leader of the mission, asked while he slowly treaded air.“I

readjusted course, and then the systems failed,” Nolin said. “But I don’t think the two are

related. The system had already accepted the change, no problem.”“If I had to guess, I’d say

the systems crashed after going so many years without regular upgrades,” Sylvian, the crew’s

software tech, said.“We’ll have plenty of time to talk about why the systems crashed later,”

Throttle said. “What matters right now is that we tried every kind of reboot available to us and

nothing worked. That means we have a verified cat fail, and you know that a cat fail, by

definition, means that the ship’s a lost cause. We’ve covered this scenario plenty of times. If no

one answers our distress call by the time we move the sleepers into a single cargo hold, we

have to abandon ship in search of help. Eddy, what’s the timetable we’re looking at?”The

hardware tech spoke as he hung from the ceiling like a bat. “With only seven of us breathing on

a ship this size, air’s not a problem. This ship will have breathable air for months, if not years.

Our problem is the dropping temperatures, and they’re dropping fast. I’ve been crunching

numbers on my wrist-comm, but I’ve had to make some pretty big assumptions. For example,

the Gabriela is a cargo hauler, so she was built for carrying maximum loads. That means she

doesn’t have much insulation to hold in the heat. I also assumed that—”“How much time do we

have?” Throttle cut in. A shiver ran over her skin, as much from foreshadowing what was to

come as from the already noticeable chill in the air.Eddy blew out a breath before speaking.

“My estimate is that we’ll drop eighteen degrees per hour. That gives us roughly six hours to

get the pods moved into the most insulated cargo hold—that’s fourteen-D—and get it sealed

before we run the risk of losing pods to the cold. The faster we can consolidate the sleepers

into a single cargo hold, the more heat we can preserve in there.”“Six hours. We’ll work from

that,” Throttle said as she looked across her crew’s faces. It was time to implement the plan

that the crew had all agreed to during their first month on the mission. No one had talked about

the plan after they’d agreed to it, though Throttle knew no one had forgotten. “Keep your chime

suits on and keep an eye on your battery packs. The suits will insulate you against the cold.

Our first priority is moving the pods into fourteen-D as quickly as possible.” She turned back to

the ship’s mechanic. “Eddy, you need to get the battery-powered heaters up and running

around the pods. Can you do that with the rest of the crew moving the pods in around you?”“Of



course,” he said.“Okay. As soon as the pods are secure and the heaters are up and running,

we can get ourselves loaded onto the Scorpia. It’s charged and ready to fly, and it holds

enough supplies to last the seven of us nearly two years. That’s two years if we all stay awake.

If we rotate sleepers with only one crew member awake at a time to operate the ship, that gives

us over thirteen years. With that said, the batteries in fourteen-D will only last about two years,

so we need to work from that number.” Throttle didn’t voice what would happen after twenty-

four months because everyone knew. If they didn’t find help in that time, there would be no

reason to return to the Gabriela because there would be nothing that could be done for the

sleepers by then.Aubree winced. “No one should remain in cryosleep longer than three

months. Any human left in cryosleep too long runs the risk of muscle and extremity

atrophy.”“They can deal with a little freezer burn if it means they have a chance at surviving,”

Garrett said.“Freezer burn?” Eddy guffawed. “Being asleep that long means that if we woke

them after two years, their noses, fingers, and toes will likely have shriveled and fallen off,

assuming they wake at all.”“Then they’ll be ugly colonists,” Birk countered.“What if I stay

behind?” Aubree said. “I can wake them on delayed wake cycles.”Throttle shook her head.

“Impossible. Everything outside that cargo hold will be near absolute zero within a few days’

time. There’s simply not enough battery power and space for you to cycle through waking up

passengers.”“You stay on this ship, out of a pod, you die,” Eddy said. “That’s suicide. There’s no

way I’d stay in this floating tomb.”Aubree frowned and pursed her lips. “I’ve spent fifteen years

with the sleepers, watching over them, waking them every month and helping them return to

cryosleep. I can’t leave them.”Throttle’s throat tightened. As captain of the Gabriela, Throttle

was responsible for the sleepers’ lives, more so than any other crew member. The thought of

leaving behind eight hundred and sixty-two people to likely death shattered her heart. Her jaw

clenched as she bit back her emotions. She noticed Birk watching her, his gaze seeing more

than she wanted him to see. Concern tightened his brows.“I know, Aubree. It’s a bad situation,”

Throttle said finally. “But we’re playing the only card we have in our hand to help them. I’ve

turned on the emergency beacon, so if someone comes within six sectors of the Gabriela while

we’re out searching for help, then maybe they’ll be able to do something before we get back

with help.”“Uh, I guess it falls on me to bring up the elephant in the room,” Nolin said. “We all

know that there’s nothing habitable for another six light-years, which would take us three times

that in the Scorpia, assuming we stay in jump speed as much as possible. The chances of

coming across another ship over that distance—”“Is low. We all know that, but it’s our only

option,” Throttle said. She turned and took in a deep breath. “Go. Get the sleepers moved and

set up for long-term storage. Then pull together your belongings and get your pods moved onto

the Scorpia.”Five of the crew members departed, their bootsteps awkward from walking in zero

g. Birk pushed off from the wall and floated over to her. He placed his hand on the back of her

neck and pulled her to him, pressing their foreheads together as they drifted in the room.“We’re

doing everything we can do to save them,” he said softly, still holding her forehead to his.She

took a deep breath before pulling away. “I know, but it doesn’t make it any easier.” She mused

for a moment. “A part of me wants to give up my place on the Scorpia to a sleeper. That way, at

least one colonist would have better odds of survival.”He shook his head and his features

tightened. “You and I both know that there’s nothing except the cold abyss waiting for us out

there. We’re heading out on the Scorpia because that’s what humans do. We scramble to cling

to hope even when there’s nothing left to cling to.”She cocked her head. “Don’t tell me you’ve

been having philosophy lessons piped into your pod during cryosleep.”“Maybe a little Sun

Tzu.”“The Art of War?” She rolled her eyes. “I thought your pirating days were behind

you.”“Once a pirate, always a pirate.” He gave her a crooked grin. “I remember that it was



because I was a dashing outlaw that attracted you to me in the first place.”She chuckled.

“Dashing?”“And dapper.” Birk was tall and lanky and his freckled narrow face bore few features

a woman would call attractive. But he always did the right thing, making him a poor pirate; a

conscience was inconvenient in a pirate’s life. He was smart and witty and would do anything

for those he cared about. It was those traits that had drawn her to him, and she never wanted

for another man.“I liked the Scorpia,” she said. “You had a nice ship and needed a pilot, and I’m

the best pilot around.” She grabbed him and gave him a quick kiss. “And I knew you were a

pushover.”His gaze moved across the room as he thought before turning his gaze back to her.

“I’m good with that.” He reached out to her.She avoided him by pushing off from the wall and

glided toward the doorway. “We need to move the sleepers so I can start running preflight

checks on the Scorpia.” She frowned as she considered something. “Do you think you could

cram more food and water—especially blue tea for hydration—into the Scorpia’s cargo

hold?”“Trying to buy us more time in the black?”“Even one day could make the

difference.”“Yeah, I bet I can find somewhere to squeeze on more food,” he said as he pushed

himself out of the room.She floated from the room and flew down the hallway. Short bursts from

her suit had her speeding through the air.Few spoke as they stacked the pods into the best

insulated cargo hold on the ship. As new pods were brought in, Eddy connected them to a

daisy-chain setup of batteries, which were feeding small space heaters.Hopefully it would be

enough, though nothing would be enough to make Throttle feel any better.Afterward, she didn’t

return to the room she shared with Birk. She’d already packed all her possessions into her

cryopod and left it for him to move. Instead, she went straight to the landing dock where the

Scorpia waited. When she arrived, she took a moment to look upon the gunship. Dark, smooth

rilon covered its hull. Two photon guns, one at the bow, the other at the stern, were the only

things that broke the ship’s sleek lines. The ship was a work of art, making up for its lack of

cargo space with its speed and features. Unlike the Gabriela, the Scorpia was capable of flying

both in space as well as within a planet’s atmosphere. It would be the most valuable resource

when they reached a viable planet for colonization. Or, at least it would have been until the

entire mission failed.When she heard movement behind her, she spun around to see Sylvian

entering the dock with two battery-powered bots guiding her pod.She jumped when she

noticed her captain.“Sorry, didn’t mean to startle you,” Throttle said.“You got down here

fast.”Throttle motioned to the tech’s pod. “I could say the same about you.”Sylvian shrugged her

duffel bag higher on her shoulder. “I, ah, wanted to get my things loaded so I could see about

helping load extra supplies on board.”“Good plan,” Throttle said.Sylvian turned back to her pod,

controlling the bots through her wrist-comm to maneuver it to the ship.Throttle turned to enter

the ship first, but a blinking light on the pod caught her attention. She looked over her shoulder

and noticed then that Sylvian’s pod was operating. She frowned. “Your cryopod is

running.”“Oh? I’ll be sure to shut it down as soon as I get it on board.”Throttle stopped and

moved toward the pod. “You know, you’ve always been a lousy liar, Sylvian.”The tech held out

her hands to block Throttle. “It’s nothing, really. I’ll take care of it.”Throttle slapped Sylvian’s

hands away and grabbed the pod. She looked inside to see a man in cryosleep. She activated

the gravity on her boots and turned to Sylvian. “Who’s that?”The tech halted the bots before

looking up at her, stretching her neck to stand taller. “I won’t leave him behind.” The words were

barely above a whisper, yet they were spoken in the most forthright tone Throttle had ever

heard from her friend.Throttle’s frown deepened. “Sylvian, you know we don’t have the supplies

to take any sleepers with us.”The tech blinked. “He can have my supplies, then. I’ll stay

behind.”“Don’t be an idiot.”Sylvian shook her head, adamant. “I won’t leave him behind, so you

have to choose. Just him or both of us.”“Who. Is. It?” Throttle gritted out.“His name’s Finn, and



he’s Sylvian’s lover,” Aubree called out as she approached with her pod and several bags of

medical supplies.Throttle’s gaze shot between the pair before hardening on Sylvian. “You knew

about this?”Aubree gave a small nod and looked to Sylvian.Sylvian shrugged. “I wanted to tell

you, I really did, but it was never the right time.”Throttle’s jaw slackened. “Never the right time?

We’ve spent over seven of the past fifteen years working together. Trust me, there were plenty

of ‘right’ times in there.”The tech grimaced. “It’s just—I don’t know. As time went by, it just

seemed more awkward to tell you. I’m sorry. I should’ve told you.”“Yeah, you should have.”

Throttle took a deep inhalation. “Just get him loaded already. Then wake him up and get him

into a chime suit before he freezes to death. If he’s going to be a part of the crew, he can at

least help load the ship.”Sylvian blinked as though she didn’t understand her captain. Then she

nodded fervently. “Thank you. You won’t regret it.”She waved Sylvian off. “And you’d better get

extra creative on finding more space to store supplies on board, especially now that we’ll have

an extra mouth to feed.”Sylvian rushed to restart the bots. “I will.”Throttle watched as the tech

navigated the pod through the ship’s open airlock.“Finn’s a good man,” Aubree said.“You knew

she was going to try to sneak him on board?”“I had my suspicions.”Throttle’s jaw tightened.

“How long did you know about them?”Aubree nodded. “I knew something was up the first time I

woke him up. I’d just woken group sixteen for their three-day health cycle, and Sylvian was

assisting me with helping the passengers to their feet. Let’s just say she was overly helpful in

assisting Finn. That girl can’t act to save her life. When I pulled the truth out of her, she swore

me to secrecy.” She smiled. “Sylvian was there every time group sixteen was up for their health

cycle. She even had me wake her during her sleep cycles so she could be there.” Then she

sobered. “I would’ve told if you I’d thought there was any danger to you or the rest of the crew

for not knowing.”“Her sneaking him on board the Scorpia with food and battery power

calculated for only seven puts the entire crew in danger. We need to look at all our numbers

again.” Throttle pursed her lips. “She should’ve told me.”“For some reason, I think Sylvian had

the irrational fear that you’d send him back. I’ve seen Finn come of cryosleep; he has more

than his fair share of scars. I don’t know what happened, but the pair clearly tried to draw as

little attention to him as possible. Then, after a couple of years went by, they seemed to have

settled into their quiet routine.”Throttle clasped the woman’s shoulder. “No more secrets, Bree.

This crew will fall apart if members hide things from one other that could impact the mission or

the crew.”Aubree seemed bothered for an instant before she nodded. “No more

secrets.”Throttle turned off her boots with a switch on her suit and launched herself toward the

Scorpia. She flew through the outer airlock, the pressurization chamber, the inner airlock, and

wound through the kinked, narrow hallway to the bridge. Two stations were built into the small

space—one for the pilot and one for the navigator. Both stations had full control of all of the

ship’s systems, a handy setup that Throttle and Birk had used on several occasions. She

settled into the pilot’s seat, powered up the systems, and set the electromagnetic system to 0.2

g throughout the ship to make loading easier.She was curious about her newest crew member

but running preflight system checks demanded her attention. Hours bled by as she

programmed her selected flight path into the nav system. The Scorpia had jump speed capable

of the current human limits of point three four light speed, which could cut their flight time down

by months, even a year or two, before it ran out of juice, but there were no navigation charts

that far into the black. Though, not having charts had never stopped Throttle before.She’d flown

a colony ship into the unknown. She’d taken the Gabriela through a hundred jumps until they

ran out of juice and had to run off solar sails. After the first twenty jumps, she’d captained the

ship beyond charted space. Without charts, she could’ve jumped through an asteroid. But she

hadn’t, so she tried not to think about the odds she faced now.The crew came and went,



loading pods and supplies while Throttle ran her checks. After she finished, she looked out the

front viewscreen to see Birk staring at the ship, his head cocked as though he was in deep

thought.She tapped the letter B on her wrist-comm. “Birk, what are you doing?”He raised his

wrist-comm near his face. “I’m wondering if I can fasten the printer onto the hull

somewhere.”She laughed. “It’s nearly as big as the ship. Trust me, it won’t fit.”He frowned. “I

don’t want to leave it behind.”“I don’t, either,” she said. “Finish loading what you can. Then we

need to get to work on opening the docking bay doors.”He trudged back to grab a crate he’d

left floating behind him.Throttle stood. Her leg braces held her steady, and she went to the

small cabin nearest the cockpits. Two cryopods filled the cramped compartment, leaving only a

narrow gap to walk from the door to the bed. Her wheelchair lay folded near her pod. She

ignored that and opened her cryopod to make sure everything she owned had been carried in.

A single bag of clothing, a bag of tools—mostly for charging her blasters and sharpening her

knives—and, most importantly, a small black box.She lifted the box and opened it to make sure

the biome kit remained undamaged. Should they reach a habitable surface, the kit would

launch a host of biological content that would adapt to the specific environment and build out

an acre of sustainable plant life, expanding over time. Under the right conditions, it could turn a

dead rock into a lush garden in under a century. Biome kits could be invasive to any preexisting

biological life, but they were miracles on planets, moons, and asteroids with atmospheres but

no significant life.A good friend had given her the biome kit as a parting gift, and she cradled

the precious resource, knowing that it could be the beginning of a permanent colony.Her heart

panged.The Trappist system’s first colonization mission was a complete failure.No one would

pick up their emergency beacons. They’d traveled nearly forty light-years farther than any ship

before them. Throttle couldn’t hold on to an idiotic hope that someone would come to their

rescue. Leaving the colonists alone and asleep was the only compassionate choice while they

searched for a miracle in a black ocean devoid of life.She swallowed the ache in her chest,

gently rubbed the outside of the biome kit, and set it back into her pod. She’d unpack

everything later—there’d be plenty of time for that and second guesses after the crew

evacuated the Gabriela.She left her cabin to check on the rest of the crew. Since it was a

gunship, the Scorpia didn’t have the luxuries of yachts, the most notable being a single shared

bathroom for the crew near the cargo hold. The crew common area consisted of a tiny pantry

with enough seating for two. The ship, designed for a crew of four—two in the cockpit and two

support techs in the mechanicals hold—had only four tiny cabins.Throttle left the cabin that

Birk and she had shared since claiming the ship. In the next cabin, she found Sylvian and a

pale-skinned, fit man with cropped light brown hair. They were unpacking their belongings into

the wall of drawers.“You must be Finn,” Throttle said.He turned. “Captain Reyne.” He pushed

stiffly to his feet, moving slowly after just being awakened from the induced cryogenic coma.

She waited as he approached. He held out his hand. “Thank you for allowing me to join your

crew. You won’t regret it.”“But you might regret it. We have no idea what lies before us. You

likely would’ve been better off staying in your cryopod.”“Whatever it is, I’d rather face it head-

on,” Finn said.“We’ll see, won’t we.” She glanced at her tech before turning back to the

newcomer. She reached out and clasped Finn’s forearm. “Welcome to the crew, Finn.”His

features relaxed, and he returned the gesture. His grip was firm, and he carried himself with a

poise she’d rarely seen in a colonist. Curiosity needled her, and she made a mental note to

review his file later.She left to find Nolin in his and Garrett’s cabin. He was working on building

something out of black rilon rods. Their two pods were stacked vertically like toothpicks against

the far wall.“Systems are all green,” Throttle said. “We’ll be ready to go as soon as we get the

bay doors open.”Nolin turned. “We’ll be all wrapped up in a few minutes.”She nodded toward



the project on the floor. “What are you working on?”“We’re building a rack to stack the pods,” he

said as he returned to his work. “We figured we may as well use the printer one last

time.”Someone bumped into Throttle’s shoulder.“Watch out. Coming through,” Garrett said, his

arms filled with more rilon rods and tools.She stepped back to allow the dark-skinned man to

squeeze through the doorway.“Any chance you printed enough to build racks for all of us?”

Throttle asked.Garrett grinned. “I’m one step ahead of you. I’m already printing enough rods for

every cabin. I was going to print enough for Eddy, but he said he’s already working on his own

setup for his pod. Something he says is better than ours, evidently.”“Of course it is,” Throttle

said sarcastically. On her way out, she paused. “Oh, and be sure to print enough for one more

pod. We have another crew member joining us.”Both men seemed taken aback. “What?”“His

name’s Finn. He’ll be Sylvian’s roommate, and Aubree gets her own room since Eddy doesn’t

want a roommate.”With that, she left the pair to their work and found Eddy where she’d

expected to find him. He’d chosen to set his cot near the mechanicals. He’d strapped his pod to

the floor near the engineering panel, and he’d fastened his cot on top of the cryopod’s cover.

He was sitting on the cot as he went through screens on the panel before him.“Nice use of

space,” she said. “Using your pod as a frame for your bed and seating area.”“I didn’t have much

choice. This ship is too small for these pods,” he said without looking away from the panel.“You

could always room with Aubree.”Eddy looked aghast. Throttle smirked and left him to his

project.She headed into the cargo hold to see Birk tying down the final crate. Every wall, even

in the constrictive corridor she’d just passed through, had food and water packets strapped to

the surface. She noticed that many of the packets were blue tea, a specialty blend that sharply

reduced the need for water for short periods but was known to cause kidney failure if relied

upon for too long.The cargo hold had been filled not long after the mission began, as soon as

they finalized their evacuation plans, but Birk had managed to fill it with even more

supplies.“Need help?” she asked.He glanced up. “Just finishing up this last crate. I was able to

fit in six more months of food, but that’s as full as she’s going to get.” He stepped back and

wiped his hands on his legs. “One good thing with everything packed tight, our air system and

heaters won’t have to work as hard. I remember stealing this one Alluvian yacht that was easily

three times the size of my ship. We had everything crammed in so tight that we used less than

half the power on air and heat than we’d used on the outbound flight. That’s when I came up

with one of my more famous quotes, ‘if it fits, you take its.’”She cringed. “That’s the worse

abuse of grammar I’ve ever heard.”He grinned. “But it rhymes.”“Birk, there’re a lot of things I like

about you. But your abuse of the universal language is not one of them. Now, if you’re done

slaughtering our language, I need you to help open those bay doors. They’re being

obstinate.”The docking bay doors did not open willingly. With the Gabriela’s power out, the

heavy doors could only be opened with a manual override, and that override was operated in

the docking bay.Throttle and Birk activated all the remaining service bots still functioning off

battery power on board the cargo ship. But they were small and lacked the strength to pull the

levers. Next came Birk and Garrett in their fully enclosed chime suits. She couldn’t see their

expressions through their helmets as the pair stood at the first of five levers, with both pulling at

it. Throttle watched from the cockpit, managing the Scorpia’s controls to keep it steady now

that the engines were on.After a lengthy moment, they managed to move the lever. A sensor lit

up on Throttle’s display, noting that the bay was no longer sealed, and she looked at the image

from the ship’s stern camera to see that the first panel in the bay doors was opening. She

turned back to the men. The invisible vacuum of space sucked at the two men, but their grav

boots held them to the floor.Birk and Garrett worked at the second lever. The process would go

faster with more crew members, but working in the vacuum was always dangerous, and Birk



agreed that having only the minimum required force outside was the most practical.It was also

nerve-racking.The men strained at pulling each lever, with each lever opening one more panel

in the bay doors. She didn’t breathe easier until they’d pulled the fifth and final lever. After they

finished, they jogged in what seemed like slow motion to the Scorpia. As soon as they climbed

the ramp and closed the ship’s outer airlock door, Throttle retracted the ramp. Her sensors

showed the inner airlock door had opened and then closed, and her wrist-comm chimed.“Birk

and Garrett are on board and through the lock,” came Birk’s voice through her wrist-

comm.“Good,” she muttered to herself before tapping the ship-wide comm. “All right, everyone.

Strap yourselves in for takeoff. Get ready for detachment in thirty seconds.”She ran a few final

checks to pass time. Birk had removed his helmet and took his seat to her left in the cockpit.

“Did you know there’s a new guy on this ship?”“His name’s Finn. He’s joining the crew,” she

answered without looking up from her panel.“Oh. Okay.”When she reached the thirty-second

countdown, she ran her fingers over the controls to detach the mooring cables. She could feel

the barely audible oomph and a sense of the Scorpia floating as the Gabriela’s cables

detached from the small gunship.She added power to the reverse thrusters. The Scorpia

backed out from the docking bay. She disliked leaving the bay door open, but without power on

the Gabriela, she had no other option. Soon, her sight picture widened from the dock before

her to the gray side of the cargo ship’s hull.A flash of light caused Throttle to jerk. “Did you see

that?”“See what?” he asked.“I saw someone walking over there. Through one of the Gabriela’s

windows.”“It’s probably just shadows playing off starlight.”She shook her head. “Can’t be. It was

the interior window in the docking bay.”He frowned as he ran his fingers over his panel. “The

ship’s systems are all still down. So it must’ve been a bot.” Then he shrugged. “Or it’s the

ghost.”Throttle took her hands off the controls and let the Scorpia float. “Whoever the ghost is,

they’re going to freeze to death in the dark.”He shrugged. “Assuming the ghost is a stowaway

and not a real ghost. And if they’re a stowaway, serves them right for sneaking on board our

ship. On any other ship I crewed, a stowaway would’ve been blown out an airlock.”She

grumbled, “Pirate.” She spent a long moment looking for another glint of light through the

Gabriela’s windows but saw nothing, though the distance between the two ships was growing

larger every second. When the full cargo ship came into sight, she took it in for a moment. It’d

been a good ship, bringing them farther than anyone before them. Now, with no lights, it

appeared a massive corpse, no different from others she’d seen in ship graveyards.Throttle

hated thinking about the colonists she was leaving behind on the Gabriela. “We’ll be back,” she

promised under her breath before turning the Scorpia away and setting up for jump speed.“We

have enough juice for four jumps,” Throttle said. “I say we take the first one now to get in some

distance since we know there are no other ships in any of the surrounding sectors.”“Sounds

like a plan. We can use the leftover speed from the jump to give the solar sails a good head

start,” Birk said. “I see you’ve already plugged in all the coordinates, so I’ll start the jump clock

now.”Ten minutes later and after the Scorpia achieved jump speed, Birk and Throttle helped the

rest of the crew into their cryopods. Once they were settled, she assisted Birk. He climbed into

the cylinder and affixed the various electrodes on his body. When he lay back, she set the

hydration bag over his chest, which would allow his body to absorb the liquid nutrients over

several weeks.“Wake me in a month,” he said after she kissed him.She woke him twelve days

later.Chapter ThreeBirk yawned and stretched as he sat up in his pod. “This is the best I’ve

ever felt after sleeping a month in the pod. I’ve barely got a headache.”“That’s because you

were in there for less than two weeks,” Throttle said.He rubbed his eyes. “Why? What

happened?”“I found another ship.”His eyes widened. “I assume you’re not talking about the

Gabriela.”She shook her head. “It’s three sectors ahead of us. I’ve already changed course to



intercept it.”He frowned. “Are you sure it’s a ship? I mean, we’re supposed to be the only ones

out here.”“Sensors show that it’s artificial, but its shape isn’t listed in the database. We’ll be

close enough within a day to get a visual.” He struggled to get out of his pod, and she lent him

a hand as she continued, “I want all the crew awake and ready in case this ship isn’t a

friendly.”“Has it changed course?” he asked.She handed Birk his shirt. “No. It looks like it’s dead

in the black, but sensors show it has power. I’ve tried pinging it but haven’t received any

acknowledgment.”Birk pulled the shirt over his head. His brows furrowed. “So if it’s got power, it

didn’t have a cat fail, yet it’s not going anywhere and it’s not talking to anyone.”“My guess is

they lost one or more critical systems but not everything. When we get closer, I can run full

scans to know what we’re dealing with. It could turn out to be nothing, or it could turn out to be

a ship with full tanks of juice, just waiting for us.”“Or it’s playing possum to draw us in.” Birk

looked her up and down, noticing that she was fully armed. He moved past her and to a drawer.

He opened it, pulled out his holsters and sheaths, and strapped them on. He checked each

weapon before securing them on his body. He stood tall before her for a brief moment before

moving around her and to the hallway. “I’ll wake the others.”Within three hours, the entire crew

crammed onto the bridge while Throttle updated them.“…and that’s what I know so far,” she

finished.Sylvian spoke first. “I have a couple of nonstandard scans I could run. One looks at the

energy echoes, which might tell us how long the ship has been in its current position.”Throttle

spoke. “See what you can find out. If it looks like these are pirates we’re dealing with, then the

faster we change course, the better.”Garrett’s brows weaved together. “Pirates this far out?”Birk

spoke as he vacated his seat so that Sylvian could sit at his panel. “You never know. Just

because we thought we were the only colonists this far out from the Trappist system doesn’t

mean others haven’t tried.”“If the ship’s in working condition, maybe it’s big enough to hold the

sleepers,” Aubree said. The hope in her voice rang clear.“That’s the best-case scenario,”

Throttle said. “But there’s a reason it’s sitting out here all alone in the middle of nowhere. Until

we know, we have to assume the worst.”“If it’s pirates, I’ll rig a few surprises should they try to

steal our ship,” Eddy said, and he left the bridge.Throttle looked across the faces of those

remaining. “Everyone else, you have time to stretch your muscles. Make good use of it.”Sylvian

began running her scans, and Birk relieved Throttle at the pilot’s station. She headed back to

the kitchen area, where Finn was brewing a cup of tea.“I’ll take a cup,” she said as she

entered.He glanced over his shoulder before grabbing a second cup and filling it with hot

water.“I had a lot of downtime these past couple of weeks. I read your file,” she began.“So then

you already know all about me,” he said without looking up.“Not really,” she said. “Words on a

screen don’t say much about who a person truly is.”“What would you like to know?”“For

starters…” She ran a finger across the counter, to find it clean. “Why did you sign up for the

colonization trip?”“Sylvian was going, and I’d follow her anywhere.” He paused before

continuing, “Everyone who signed up for the Gabriela was looking for a fresh start. I was no

different in that regard.”“Except for Nolin, everyone who signed up was a colonist,” Throttle

said.“I don’t understand what you’re getting at. I’m from Spate, and that makes me a colonist,

which you already know since you’ve read my file.”“It also said you fought in the war.”“I did.”She

cocked her head. “What it doesn’t say is that you fought for the other side.”His face blanched;

then he gave a small smile and tapped the pistol holstered at his hip. “Oh. You think I fought

with the enemy because I carry a soldier’s pistol?”She shook her head. “No. Anyone could buy

one of those for a few credits at the end of the war.” She leaned back against the counter and

scrutinized him. “No wonder you kept to yourself around the other colonists. Someone else

would’ve noticed, too.”His gaze narrowed. “And what is it you noticed?”“That you have the

bearing of a citizen, not a colonist.”When he watched her and didn’t answer, she continued,



“You shouldn’t have listed Spate as your home world. That’s the dirtiest, nastiest colony out

there. You would’ve done better to have put Sylvian’s home world of Darios on your fake

credentials. They’re far more civilized.”He lifted the tea leaves from the cup and gently stirred

for several long moments before he responded, “I didn’t have enough credits to buy a

customized profile. Sylvian was only able to change the first name in the amount of time we

had. My name is truly Finn, but the rest belongs to some poor bloke who died in the war.”“Did

you kill that poor bloke?”He handed her the cup of tea. “No.”She took a sip. It was hot but good.

She didn’t speak, instead letting silence drift between them.He blew steam from his

cup.Several sips passed before he spoke again, slowly at first. “My real name is Finn Martin, I

was born on Alluvia, and it’s true, I fought on the wrong side in the war. I was stationed on

Spate, at Devil Town.” He took a deep breath. “I abandoned my post when I saw what was

happening to the people there. I helped evacuate every colonist I could. That was how I met

Sylvian—she was working on one of the refugee ships at the time. We became close, and

when she told me about a colony ship being prepped to launch and that she was going to join

its crew, we spent every last credit to each of our names to get me on the roster.”Throttle still

said nothing.After another moment of silence, Finn continued, “That you didn’t leave me behind

or throw me out the airlock hopefully means you’re willing to give me a chance. I want you to

know that I’ll do everything in my power to make sure you know you didn’t make the wrong

decision.”“I assume Sylvian knows your history,” Throttle said eventually.“She knows everything

about me,” he answered without a hitch.“As your captain, I expect the same.” She pushed off

from the counter. “Because if you ever lie to me in the future, I will shove your ass out of that

airlock. You won’t get a second chance like I gave Sylvian.”“I give you my word, Captain, I won’t

let you down.”“Then we’re good here.” She moved to leave, then paused and turned back to

face Finn. “What were your primary responsibilities as a soldier?”“Reconnaissance and direct

action.” He winced slightly before adding, “I was a member of Echo Unit.”Echo Unit was one of

the first-strike teams, showing up at nearly all the colonies early in the war. She was impressed

that he’d told her. Most wouldn’t. Being from Echo Unit meant Finn had killed many innocents,

but what mattered more to her was that it meant he’d had combat training. She reminded

herself that the latter could be a benefit to her should they run into trouble, though it didn’t

make up for the former. “I recommend you don’t tell the rest of the crew which unit you were

with. At least not until they’ve gotten the chance to get to know you.”He gave a single nod.She

left him and returned to the bridge to find Birk and Sylvian both focused on the panels before

them. “Learn anything new?”Sylvian looked up. “The energy scan takes a while, but the debris

scan is finishing now.”“I’m just rerunning the standard scans. Seeing if the results change as

we get closer,” Birk said.“Anything change?” Throttle asked.He shook his head. “No.”Throttle

leaned against the wall and drank her tea while she waited for Sylvian to read the results from

the scan. The worst part about flying through space was the waiting. Boredom could become a

very real and very deadly disease.“No signs of debris.” Sylvian turned around. “That means the

hull is likely intact. Or it could mean that any debris has long since floated off.”“Keep me

posted,” Throttle said and turned to leave.“Hold on. The energy scan’s just completed,” Sylvian

said.“And what’s it say?” Birk asked.“I’m still reading it,” Sylvian said.Throttle headed to where

the software tech sat and looked over her shoulder. On the screen, the unknown ship was a dot

in the center of what looked like a topographical map. Lines with numbers encircled the dot.“If

I’m reading this right,” Sylvian began, “this ship has been sitting there for some time.”“So you

don’t think it’s playing possum?” Throttle asked.“Not unless they’ve been waiting for years.

More like decades. Maybe even longer,” she replied.Hope dwindled. “If it’s been sitting out there

that long, then it’s likely not going to be any use to us.”“At least we won’t have to deal with



pirates,” Birk said.Throttle shot him a wry look. “You don’t think I know you were hoping to deal

with pirates?”He gave her his crooked grin. “It’s been a while since I had a good fight.”“I wonder

what happened,” Sylvian said. “Even with cat fails, ships continue to drift on their flight path

forever. This ship isn’t moving. That means it was intentionally stopped out here, in the middle

of nowhere, for a reason.”“It could’ve been on a mapping mission. Trappist is a big system.

Who knows, some corporation could’ve been working on stuff we didn’t hear about,” Birk

said.“You’re assuming it’s one of our ships,” Throttle said.“What else could it be?” He chuckled.

“Aliens?”“Maybe there were more colony ships that made it out of the Sol system before

Earth’s Last War,” Sylvian said.“Then we would’ve heard about them. Everyone knows that

every colony ship launched from Sol went to Trappist,” Birk said.“We’ll know when we get up

close,” Throttle said. “Wake me when something changes.” She went to her bunk and plopped

down on the bed. She didn’t bother removing her leg braces, and her world faded within

seconds.She jolted awake and checked her wrist-comm for the time. Four hours. She’d been

asleep for over four hours. Frowning, she pushed to her feet, holding onto the bed until her legs

steadied. As soon as she could stand on her own, she squeezed past the cryopods, out of her

cabin, down the hall, and to the bridge.“It’s definitely not one of ours,” Sylvian said.“I’m not

convinced of that yet, but I do know that she’s one slinky lady,” Birk said.Throttle stopped and

stared at the viewscreen that filled the forward wall of the ship hull like a large window. The

image displayed was grainy from the distance between the two ships, but she could make out

the smooth, gray shape of a ship shaped like a slightly flattened bullet. Two large engines

curved outward from its stern.She placed a hand on Birk’s shoulder.He jumped and turned to

see her. “You’re awake.”“You should’ve woken me earlier,” she said.“I checked on you,” he said.

“You were snoring, so I figured you needed the rest.”Throttle chortled. “I don’t snore.”“You snore

like an old frigate firing up its engines,” Birk countered.“Frigates are loud,” Sylvian

added.“You’ve never told me I snored.” Throttle shook her head. “I don’t snore. Now tell me

what you’ve found out.”Birk pointed to the ship slowly coming into sharper resolution on the

viewscreen. “She looks armored, but she’s too small to be a destroyer and doesn’t look to have

any cannons. She’s too streamlined to be a cargo hauler or a passenger ship. And she’s

sleeker and bigger than most yachts I’ve ever seen.”“It’s about eight times the size of the

Scorpia,” Sylvian said. “It could be a high-end yacht, but I don’t know why it’d be out here so far

from home.”“Maybe we’ve just come across an eccentric citizen with an itch to explore the

galaxy and who had more credits than any of us could imagine,” Throttle offered.“I could

imagine a lot,” Birk said.“I know you could,” Throttle said before turning back to Sylvian.

“Anything new on the scans?”Sylvian shook her head but didn’t look up from her panel.

“Nothing new, but we’re close enough that new scans have confirmed that this ship has been

sitting there for a very long time, long enough for any energy signature from its engine to have

long since dissipated. My guess is that it’s been sitting there for a couple of hundred years, at

least. It also hasn’t responded to any of our pings, so it’s safe to say there’s no one on

board.”Throttle’s eye twitched. There’d be no one on board alive. She’d been on dead ships

before. The sealed systems slowed down decomposition. Corpses that should’ve rotted away

in years took centuries, and their oily stench clung to every surface for far longer. She took a

breath of fresh air. “Are the life-support systems operational?”“Our scanner can’t penetrate the

ship. There are no signs that the hull is compromised, but the ship has been out here for so

long that its environmental controls could’ve long since collapsed,” Sylvian said.“It may be

dead, but it could have supplies for us,” Birk said.“Or its system logs might tell us where we

might find help,” Sylvian said.Throttle nodded. “It’s worth checking out, even if just for answers

as to why another ship is this far away from the Trappist system.” She motioned to Birk. “Give



me an hour. I’ll put us alongside it. You’d better prep the crew. Everyone knows the drill: suit up

and be ready for anything.”He vacated the pilot’s chair, which Throttle claimed.“You want all of

us to go on board to check her out?” he asked.“No. Without scans, we don’t know what we’ll

find in there. There could be a bioagent that wiped out the crew.”“I’ll start getting ready and will

dig out the decon kit,” he said and turned to leave.“Take Garrett and Finn with you,” Throttle

said.His brow furrowed. “Finn?”She nodded. “Consider this his entrance exam.”He gave a small

nod and left the bridge.Sylvian remained quiet as she ran screens on her panel.“Share the

viewscreen with all onboard comms,” Throttle said.Sylvian ran her fingers over a screen.

“Everyone can now see what we’re seeing.”“Good. Now, get suited up. I’ll cover things up here

for now.”Sylvian departed the bridge. Throttle switched to manual controls and added a small

amount of power to close the distance faster. Every few minutes, the strange ship came into

sharper resolution until its image became clear on the viewscreen. The sleek ship had no

obvious armaments, which made Throttle suspect it was a luxury cruiser of some sort.“It has

windows. Other than the Gabriela, I’ve only been on a couple of ships with windows. I bet it’s a

yacht,” Sylvian said, her intrigue coming through clear in her voice.Throttle looked at the narrow

window that encircled the ship, with a slightly wider window at the bow. Near the middle of the

ship, above the windows, were large letters that read SR9104-73.Oddly, there were no other

markings to indicate any corporation or government fleet to which it belonged.“At least its N-

number is in the universal language,” Nolin said as he entered the bridge, wearing his dark

chime suit. He took the seat Sylvian had vacated several minutes earlier.Throttle cocked her

head. “You thought it was an alien ship or something?”He shrugged. “Haven’t you ever

wondered if there’s other intelligent life in the galaxy? We’re farther out than anyone’s been

before.”“Clearly, we’re not,” she said and returned her focus to flying the ship.The distance

closed, she used nav engines to bring the Scorpia alongside the much larger ship. “I’m going

to take us all the way around for a visual first. Keep an eye out for anything suspicious.”“What

would constitute anything suspicious?” Nolin asked.“Someone shooting at us, for starters.

Bodies floating around inside. Little green aliens waving at us.” Throttle smirked. Her smile

faded as she scrutinized the ship. While it was smaller than the Gabriela, it dwarfed the

Scorpia. Contoured metal covered the hull. The material looked somewhat like rilon except that

she’d never seen rilon in any color except black, certainly not steel gray. And she wasn’t aware

of any type of metallurgic process that was more advanced than the one that produced rilon.No

lights blinked on the exterior, but dim corridor lighting carried out from the windows.Sylvian

entered the bridge, wearing her suit, her cheeks flushed.Throttle lifted a brow. “I think you just

set a new speed record for getting suited up.”She gave a small grin. “I didn’t want to miss

anything.” She nodded to where Nolin sat. “I’ll take my seat back now.”He cocked his head. “It’s

not your seat. If it’s anyone’s, it’s Birk’s.”Sylvian didn’t budge.After a brief stare-down, Nolin

relented and stood.Sylvian wasted no time in claiming the seat and running her fingers over

the panel.“Is it suspicious that this ship looks brand new?” Nolin asked. “The last time I saw a

ship without any scratches, I was touring the shipbuilding yards.”“Could be the material used

on the hull,” Throttle said while she maneuvered the Scorpia around the other ship.“I can

confirm the scans. The ship clearly still has power,” Sylvian said. “Whether it’s enough to

support environmental systems, we won’t know until we have a team on board.”Throttle could

make out no movement through the windows, yet she felt trepidation. “Sylvian, keep an eye on

the sensors. Let me know if you pick up the smallest blip of a change in its energy

readings.”“On it,” Sylvian replied.Throttle steered the Scorpia out of the direct path of the other

ship’s engines as she piloted around the stern. She’d heard more than one tale of ships

disabled by an engine blast from pirates.“Anything, Sylvian?” she asked.“Nothing’s



changed.”Throttle piloted around the stern, down the opposite side, and to the bow, where she

slowed to peer through the bridge window. Dim lights revealed the bridge, which had four

stations, enough for her bridge crew. The seats were empty. No sign of life. No sign of bodies,

thankfully.“If I had to guess, I’d say the crew abandoned ship,” Throttle said.She looked into the

bridge a moment longer before taking her ship around to line up the two airlock doors. She

held her breath as she brought the Scorpia within twenty meters of the other ship, half

expecting the ship to have countermeasures of some kind to prevent unauthorized access.

When nothing happened, she let out a breath.After a quick verification that her ship was in

perfect spacing with the other ship, Throttle pushed to her feet. “Sylvian, keep an eye on the

sensors. As soon as Birk’s team opens the airlock, I want you to run full scans on that ship,

starting with environmentals.”“You’ve got it, Captain,” Sylvian said.Throttle turned to Nolin, who

stood behind the two women. “Take my seat, Nolin. I want you to monitor the recon team’s

comms. Broadcast their feed throughout the ship. That way, I can stay by the airlock to assist

with the team.”Once he took Throttle’s seat, she left the bridge, stopping by her cabin to put on

her suit and weapons before weaving through the narrow walkway to the airlock, where the

team of three stood holding their helmets while Aubree double-checked each of their suits for

problems.“We’re alongside the ship,” Throttle said. “The scans haven’t picked up any new

information, so we need that ship’s airlock opened before we can run new scans. Are you

ready?”Birk and Finn each gave her a nod. Garrett grinned and clapped his hands together.

“Let’s do this.”“The suits look good, and I have everyone’s biodata feeding to my wrist-comm,”

Aubree said.“We’re all set, then,” Birk said.Throttle glanced over the stacks of supplies piled

alongside the walls of the airlock and frowned. “Did Eddy fix the depressurization system?”“No,

why?” Birk asked.“Without depressurization in the airlock, anything unsecured is going to be

sucked out,” she said.“I secured everything,” Birk said. “They’re fine.”“You did?” she asked,

doubting his diligence.“Of course.”“I just don’t want something to come crashing into you guys

the moment I open the outer airlock.”“It won’t,” Birk said.“If you say so. At least the

pressurization system is still working. Now, I expect you to stay in comm contact the entire time

you’re over there. If you run into something that feels off, I want you to bail. There’s no one out

here to come to our rescue, so we can’t afford to take any unnecessary risks. If you three verify

that the ship is completely safe, Birk will check the systems to see if the ship’s salvageable. If it

is, I’ll have Eddy transfer over to begin getting it operational. If it’s dead, we’ll see if there’s

anything worth taking before we get ourselves back on course.” She took a breath. “Okay. Get

your helmets on. I’ll open the lock. Be careful. That goes for all three of you.”Birk’s grin could be

seen through his helmet. “Always am.”Throttle and Aubree stepped out of the pressurization

chamber, and Throttle closed the inner airlock, separating the women from the team. She

watched them through the small window and pressed the comm button on the wall. “Give me a

thumbs-up that your helmets are secure.”A moment later, three gloved thumbs were

lifted.“Opening outer door in three—two—one.” She entered the command on the screen by

the airlock. She watched through the window as the outer airlock opened. The vacuum of

space pulled the team forward. A crate of supplies flung from the wall, crashing into Birk and

knocking him toward the open door. Sudden fear sucked Throttle’s breath from her lungs.Finn

leaped and grabbed Birk, who seemed limp in the zero-g chamber.“Stand back. Closing door!”

Throttle yelled. As soon as she saw the men clear the opening, she slammed the emergency

button to close the outer door. Long seconds passed while the airlock filled with atmospheric

pressure, and she opened the inner door the instant the light flashed green.Aubree rushed

around Throttle to Birk, who was now lying motionless on the floor.“Birk!” Throttle called

out.Birk groaned and grabbed his shoulder. “Ow.”Throttle, Garrett, and Finn stood around the



pair as Aubree gingerly tugged off Birk’s helmet.“Tell me where it hurts,” Aubree said.He was

wincing. “Just banged my shoulder and got the wind knocked out of me, is all,” he said through

clenched teeth.Aubree brushed his hand away and ran her fingers over his collarbone and

shoulder. “It feels dislocated. I’m going to have to reset it.”“Ouch. I don’t envy you.” Garrett

shuddered in sympathy as he took a step back and leaned against a stack of crates. Finn took

a step back as well, giving Birk and Aubree more space.Throttle felt her own features mirror

Birk’s grimace. He shot a quick, almost pathetic glance her way while Aubree gave him a

shot.“This’ll help with the pain,” the medic said.Birk forced a smile in Throttle’s direction. “I’ll be

right as rain in no time.”Throttle’s concern was tamped down by anger. “You could’ve gotten

yourself killed. Luckily for you, Finn grabbed you before you could ding yourself up even worse.”

She threw a glance at Finn. “That was a fast move on your part. Good job.”Finn gave a nod.

“Just doing my job.”Throttle sighed when she turned back to Birk. “You’ll be no good doing

recon with only one arm. I’ll get my helmet. Finn, Garrett, double-check the straps on the rest of

the crates.” She turned and left without paying any heed to Birk’s string of weak assertions that

he should go because he was the original pirate on the crew.She was returning with her helmet

and a photon rifle when she heard Birk yell. She reached the airlock to find Birk on his feet,

nursing his shoulder.“You didn’t have to pull so hard,” Birk grumbled.“You’re being a baby,”

Aubree said. “Besides, the painkillers should’ve blocked most of the pain.”Birk scowled. “Trust

me, they didn’t.”Throttle eyed Birk. “How’re you holding up?”He stood straighter. “I’m good with

whatever needs done.”“Good. You can manage the airlock for us.”He scowled. “I’d rather go

with the recon team.”“And I’d rather have you make it one mission without you getting yourself

injured so I don’t have to hear you complain every day for the next month.”He frowned. “I never

complain.”She pursed her lips and held up her pinky.“You’re talking about this?” He lifted his left

hand where his pinky finger was an inch shorter than it should’ve been. “I was shot. Shot,” he

added with emphasis. “How many people do you know get shot and stay in the fight?”“A whole

lot more than how many people I know got shot in the pinky and acted like he was near

death.”“It really hurt,” he said quietly.“I know,” she agreed and turned to the others in the airlock.

“Now, let’s crack open that ship to see what goodies it’s got for us.”Garrett motioned to the

weapon Throttle held. “Should we expect trouble?”“We should expect anything.” She looked

each man up and down to see the weapons they’d brought. Satisfied, she gave a small nod to

each.Birk and Aubree left the pressurization chamber, leaving Throttle alone with Finn and

Garrett.“Let’s try this again,” Garrett said under his breath before slipping on his helmet.Throttle

secured her rifle to her suit before donning her helmet. She turned to the window to see Birk

watching.Birk’s voice came through the intercom. “You know the drill, guys. Give me a thumbs-

up when you’re all set to go.”Throttle held up her thumb. Garrett and Finn mirrored her

action.Birk gave a nod. “Opening the lock in three—two—one.” He blew her a kiss and the

airlock opened.Throttle felt the vacuum pull her toward the door, but her boots held her firm.

When the pressure equalized to that outside the ship, she powered down her grav boots and

floated toward the door. She grabbed on each side of the opening and turned to check on the

two men behind her. “You both ready for this?”“I was ready the first time,” Garrett said

drily.“Ready,” Finn added.“I’ll lead. Remember to keep plenty of space between you. I don’t

want you to play pinball and make the Scorpia come chase you down.”“This isn’t my first space

jump,” Finn said.“But it’s your first with us,” Throttle said. “I’ll see you both over there.”She

returned her focus on reaching the other ship, eyed the small airlock door across from her, and

shoved off.She moved through the black, on target for the airlock door some distance before

her.Most people felt out of control in zero g. Throttle felt free, as though she were sailing

through a weightless ocean. There were no currents to drag her this way and that. The only



movements were the ones she made.The purest form of action and reaction.In gravity, Throttle

needed a mechanical aid to move around in a world where everyone around her walked. But in

zero g, she was the equal of any human and superior to most. As she approached the airlock

door, she reached out. Most people would power on their grav boots and lead with their feet,

using magnetism to force a connection. Throttle preferred to use her hands to bring herself

gently to the other ship.As soon as she reached a grab bar by the door, she used her strength

to slow her momentum, and she pressed gently against the hull. “I’m at the door,” she

announced through her comm. Holding the bar with one hand, she turned to watch the two

men’s journeys. Finn reached the ship hull next, going faster than Throttle had. She could tell

the instant he powered up his grav boots because they swung him around and connected hard

with the hull. His grunt echoed through Throttle’s comm. He crumpled but quickly regained his

stance.“I’m on and coming to you,” he said as he began to walk in slow, exaggerated steps

toward Throttle.Garrett also used his grav boots to land. He landed with his feet wide, and he

struggled to get into a standing position.“How’re you doing, Garrett? It looks like you’re trying to

do the splits over there,” she said.“It’s probably a bit more information than you need, but my

groin muscle’s not too happy right now. Otherwise, I’m good. Heading your way now,” he

said.Once he started walking in her direction, she turned to the panel next to the door. Her

team had brought cutting tools, but first she pressed the panel. It lit up and a list of options

appeared. A little surprised and very relieved, the options were written in the universal

language, which had been the language of Earth’s first colony ships.“I’m attempting to open

the airlock now,” she announced and pressed the option that read Enter airlock without

docking.The panel flashed a message: Airlock will open upon pressure equilibrium. Please be

patient.She frowned at the delay. Most airlock doors opened immediately upon command, and

she suspected this door was malfunctioning. She held tight to the bar and glanced over her

shoulder to see Finn and Garrett nearby but still walking toward her.The door opened.“That’s

disappointing,” she said.“What’s wrong?” Garrett asked. “It’s got power. Been a long time since

I’ve been on a ship with automatic doors.”“Yeah, but there’s no sign of pressure from the

airlock. No air burst. My guess is the ship’s environmental systems have already failed.”“Well,

let’s at least hope it’s got some juice for us, or else this little side trip is a bust,” Garrett

said.“Are you sure it’s worth checking out?” came Birk’s voice through her comm.“We’re here

already. Might as well check it out,” she said. “Sylvian, what’s the latest scans read?”“Nothing

new here. No life, no threats,” Sylvian replied.“All right. Here we go.” She swung herself into the

airlock and was pulled solidly to the floor, even though she hadn’t activated her boots yet. She

held out a hand to assist with Finn, who then helped Garrett into the pressurization chamber.

The three of them inside, Throttle tapped on the next panel and pressed the option Close

external door and reset atmospheric pressure.This time, the outer door closed immediately.

The entire airlock vibrated, rattling Throttle’s teeth.“Whoa, this is weird,” Finn said. “I’ve never

had an airlock do this before.”“Let’s hope it’s not about to blow up,” Garrett said.“Think positive

thoughts,” Throttle reprimanded.After two or three very long seconds, the vibrations subsided,

and the panel flashed a message: Atmospheric pressure achieved. Tap the screen to

enter.“That’s better,” Garrett said. “I can think positive thoughts now, boss.”She glanced at her

suit’s sensors, which confirmed that the air in the airlock was in fact breathable air. She

reported into her comm, “Scorpia, we’re inside. Environmentals are looking good so far. We’re

entering the ship.”No response came.“Scorpia, do you read?” she asked.When no response

came, she eyed her team. “Try to reach them.”Both tried, and both failed to receive a

response.She sighed. “Whatever that hull’s made out of, it’s blocking our signals. We’re on our

own.” She unclipped her rifle and pressed the flashing screen on the wall. “Here we go.”The



interior door opened.Throttle stood in front but didn’t step into the hallway. She waited, half

expecting someone to come at her, but she was greeted only by a dimly lit gray wall. It looked

to be of the same material as the hull. A small placard on the wall read Fortes fortuna

adiuvat.“Whatever that means,” Garrett muttered.While the letters seemed to fit the universal

language, the words weren’t familiar. Throttle ignored the sign and took a step forward. Another

step. She stepped out of the airlock on her third step, and the lights brightened. She raised her

rifle as she peered down the hallway that led to her left and to her right.“I’m reading all life

support functional,” Finn said.“Same here,” Garrett said.Throttle glanced at her sensors to

confirm. Shouldering her rifle with one arm, she opened her helmet.“Wait, what if it’s not safe?”

Garrett said, but she’d already broken the seal.She inhaled deeply. The air was warm and

surprisingly humid and, most importantly, fresh. The lack of the pungent sweetness of decay

relaxed the tension in her shoulders. “The air’s good,” she said.Garrett took his helmet off

first.Finn watched Throttle take a few more breaths before he removed his and took a full

breath. He looked left and right. “Okay, which hallway do you want me to take?”Throttle shook

her head. “I do things differently than what you learned as a drom. On my crew, we always stick

together on the first pass through. Basically, if we see something in a horror movie, we do the

opposite. Once we finish the first pass, we can split up.”“Which direction, then?” Finn

asked.She nodded to the right. “The bridge is that way. That’s where we should learn the most

about what happened to the ship and crew.” She began heading down the hallway. Some wall

panels were missing, as though the ship had been launched before being completed.Finn

caught up. “At least allow me to take point.”She eyed him and noticed the sincerity in his

expression. She relented. “After you.”They walked a couple of dozen paces before reaching a

door. They stopped and stared at it.“Should we open it?” Garrett asked.“How?” Finn asked.

“There’s no panel.”Throttle thought for a moment. “Let’s leave it. We should know a lot more

about what happened on this ship once we access the bridge systems.”They continued and

reached another closed door on their left. She looked down the long corridor that slightly

tapered inward and saw three more doors, all evenly spaced. “My guess is these are the crew

quarters,” she said and motioned at Finn to keep walking.“Even though it has life support, it

seems more like a drone,” Finn said. “I mean, look at the floor. Look at the walls. There’s not

even a scratch from a rolling cart anywhere.”“Maybe it was sent on a test run without a crew,”

Garrett said.A heavier looking door stood at the apex of the corridor just before it curved

around the other side of the ship.“I’d lay bets on that being the bridge,” Throttle said and walked

up to the panel next to the door, or at least it was where the control panel should have been

located. Instead, all that remained was an open hole in the wall.“It looks like they never got

around to installing the panel,” Garrett said.Throttle glanced over her shoulder. “That means

we’ll have to cut through the door.”Garrett went down on a knee, unslung his backpack, and

pulled out a laser cutter.The bridge door opened.Throttle’s jaw slackened.Garrett

stood.“That’s…odd,” Finn said.“Maybe it’s an automatic door, and the sensors are just really

delayed,” Garrett offered.“Maybe,” Throttle said, doubtful. She took a cautious step through the

doorway and onto the bridge. The lights brightened. Nothing else had changed from when

she’d seen it from the outside.She sensed Finn and Garrett come up on either side of her.The

door closed behind them. Garrett sprang around to open it. Finn raised his gun. Throttle stared

at all the workstation screens coming online.“Welcome aboard, travelers.”Chapter FourThrottle,

Garrett, and Finn shot quick glances around the bridge and to one another.“Who’s speaking?”

Throttle asked.The smooth voice with a lilt of brogue came through the bridge speakers. “I’m

the central command system of galactic exploration vessel SR9104-73, Captain Halit

Reyne.”Garrett blew out a breath. “For a second there, I thought someone else was on board



with us. The bridge must have motion sensors that launched the main computer.”Her eyes

narrowed. “How do you know my name?”“Standard exploratory protocol. I accessed your

onboard systems when you came within my proximity so I could ascertain danger to me as well

as to analyze any life encountered for risks and benefits to colonization efforts.”Her frown

deepened. She didn’t like that her ship’s systems could be so easily accessed. If this ship had

a crew with less than honorable motives… “What happened to your crew?” she asked.“That

data is missing from my memory. I believe I was designed to operate with or without a

crew.”“It’s a drone,” Finn said. “Just an advanced drone.”“Where were you manufactured?”

Throttle asked.“That data is missing.”“Where did you originate?” she asked.“That data is

missing.”“What happened that caused you to end up floating here in the middle of nowhere?”

she asked.“That data is missing.”She blew out a breath. “C’mon, Rusty. A little help here.”“Why

did you call me Rusty?”“Because it’s easier than calling you an old rusted bucket of shit, which

is what you’re being. Now, give me something.”“I believe I suffered a catastrophic failure. My

mnemonic system was destroyed along with other systems crucial to my mission.”“And exactly

what is your mission?”“Nearly all my memory data is missing or corrupted. Based on my

current location and the little remaining uncorrupted data that I can access, I believe that my

mission is to identify feasible quadrants for travel routes and colonization.”“A survey drone,”

Finn said.“And from which star system would these travel routes originate?” she asked.“I don’t

know, but I do know the Sol system is currently the primary source of interstellar colonization

activities across systems in this area.”“Sol? That would explain why this ship looks nothing like

ones we’ve seen before,” Garrett said.Finn shook his head. “But Sol is Earth’s system. Their

star went red hundreds of years ago. All life was wiped out. Nothing should be coming out of

that system.”“You’re wrong, Ensign Finnegan Martin. The Sol star is a mature dwarf star with

an estimated five point four billion years remaining before it expands into a red giant.”Finn eyed

Throttle and spoke softly. “‘Martin’ isn’t the name on the credentials I used to board the

Gabriela.”“Is ‘Martin’ incorrect?” Rusty asked.Finn frowned. “No, it’s right. I just want to know

how you got it.”“Your credentials in the ship’s log contradicts the data in the communication

device you wear on your forearm. I determined that the information you wore had the higher

likelihood of accuracy.”Throttle turned to the ship, staring at a speaker since she didn’t know

where else to look. “You sound like you’re functioning just fine. What’s keeping you from flying

out of here?”“I have many minor systems missing or incomplete, but I have two crucial systems

damaged beyond my ability to repair, which prohibit me from functioning properly.”“What

systems are those?” she asked.“I am missing my communication matrix and my navigational

quadriscope. All other systems have been rebuilt and are functioning at minimum operational

parameters. I’ve reconstructed my linguistics routines from radio waves my sensors pick up.

However, with most of my data and protocols missing, my systems are not operating at optimal

performance.”“Do you know what caused your cat fail?” Finn asked.“I don’t know, Finn. If I were

to guess, an event occurred where a denser object collided with my hull, which knocked me

offline and destroyed much of my structure.”“Then why doesn’t your hull show signs of any

damage?” Throttle asked.“After coming back online, I required extensive repairs, which

consumed two hundred and eighty-three years. Only one of my reno-bots survived the event,

and it was severely damaged. My bot spent seven decades replicating itself so that I could

begin the recovery of material and rebuild myself. Substantial reduction and reconfiguration

were necessary due to significant loss of material after the event. All my systems are now

operating at minimum acceptable parameters with the exception of the communication and

navigation systems.”“If only the Gabriela had some of this tech,” Garrett said quietly.“Are your

jump drives operational?” Throttle asked.“Yes, Captain Reyne,” Rusty replied.“How much juice



do you have?” she continued.“My jump engine leverages solar energy and does not require

helium fuel, unlike your ship. There’s no limit to the number of jumps made, however, between

jumps, my solar array must recharge.”Throttle looked to Garrett and Finn to see hope in their

expressions. She turned back to the ship. “Rusty, I thought I saw a cargo hold in the belly. Is it

big enough to hold the Scorpia?”“Yes, though the gunship will take up the entire space

available. The hold can be pressurized as well if you’d find that convenient.”“I would. Prepare to

accept the Scorpia,” she said, and turned back to her crew. “I want you both to head back to

the Scorpia and have her dock in the cargo hold. We’ll have Eddy and Sylvian take a look to

see if we can’t get Rusty’s systems up and running.”“You’re staying?”She nodded. “I want to get

my hands on Rusty’s systems and see what we’ve got to work with.”The bridge door opened,

and the pair departed. After they left, the door closed, giving her a sudden feeling of being cut

off from her crew.“Rusty, leave the bridge door open,” Throttle ordered.The door opened.She

walked to the captain’s chair, ran her hand over the smooth surface, and took a seat. It was

hard, with no cushion, but seemed to hold her comfortably even though she had no sensation

below the hips. She brushed a hand over the panel. The screen didn’t change.“Captain Reyne,

you’re not authorized to access my systems,” Rusty said.“It’s Throttle. Reyne was my dad’s

name. How do I get authorization?”“I don’t know that protocol. That data is corrupted,

Throttle.”She sighed. “Rusty, you’ve been floating out here for three hundred years. If you ever

had a crew, they’re long gone. It’s safe to say you’ve been written off whatever corporate book

you were on. That makes this ship abandoned property. Under Collective law, I’m taking

ownership, and I need full access to all systems so we can see about getting you flying again.

Welcome to my fleet. Enter my credentials into your system as owner and captain.”A brief

pause. “You now have comprehensive access to my systems, Throttle.”Throttle ran her hand

over the panel again. This time, a menu of options appeared, and she began running scans on

the ship’s capabilities and accoutrements. She read as the lists of data populated. “Six nav

engines. Nice. One jump engine. Good. No solar sails. Why no sails, Rusty?”“I utilize

navigational engines when traveling at sub-speed.”“And let me guess, the nav engines run off

rechargeable batteries, too,” Throttle mused.“The term ‘battery’ is not accurate. My hull absorbs

solar energy and directs it to the engines and other systems.”“Ah, so the hull is just a big solar

array. I’ve seen a few ships like that before. That would explain why I didn’t see any solar

panels hanging off the hull.” She continued through the lists, fingers brushing over many items.

She paused after a moment. “No guns?”“I’m an exploratory vessel. I imagine weapons aren’t

necessary for my mission. Also, I didn’t find any remnants of weaponry in the debris field.”She

chuckled. “You’ve obviously never been through the Trappist system if you think guns aren’t

necessary.” She kept reading through the inventory. “I’m showing a galley and five cabins. How

many bunks in each cabin?”“Each cabin is bare. I suspect that any beds and other soft material

were lost in the event.”“You’ve got space for the crew. That’s what counts.” Her eyebrows

furrowed. “Wait a second. If the event breached your hull, how is it that you have

atmosphere?”“Once structural integrity was restored and environmental systems were rebuilt, I

dispensed my reno-bots to nearby asteroids to gather necessary elements to recreate an

atmosphere.”“But you can fly without a crew.”“Environmental stability seemed important since

cabins and a bridge were part of my original design.”She leaned back in her seat. “Wait a

second. You said your nav system is down. How were you able to send your bots out?”“I

extrapolated their trajectory based on a scan I’ve made of this entire quadrant.”“Quadrant?” It

was a term she’d never used in space flight before. “How many sectors are in a

quadrant?”“Twelve point two seven sectors are in a quadrant.”“Why didn’t you fly as far as your

scans allowed, then scan the next quadrant, and so on?”“I’m missing flight protocols.”“Sylvian’s



got some work laid out for her. Got it,” she said under her breath and continued her scans.By

the time the Scorpia docked, Throttle had a decent handle on the ship’s capabilities. The

technology was far more advanced, which didn’t surprise her. Collective technology had not

advanced much in the nine hundred years after it colonized the Trappist system. Earth, on the

other hand, had evidently kept advancing.She liked the ship. The systems were simpler and

Rusty was available to answer her questions—a few of them, anyway. Nearly every ship had a

voice-enabled system, but Rusty—like the rest of the ship—was a significant upgrade from

what she was used to. She was looking forward to testing its flying envelope.After relaying her

instructions to the crew, she leaned back and stretched.Birk strolled onto the bridge. He still

favored his shoulder, which caught Throttle’s attention.“Why aren’t you using painkillers?” she

asked.“They dull everything. I’ll take them later.” He looked around, awestruck. “I can’t believe

we found a ship with its environmentals still working. The odds of that have to be lower than

finding a chunk of tanzanite on, well, any asteroid anywhere.”He hustled over to a seat near

Throttle and took it. He ran his hand over the panel in front of him and nothing

happened.“Rusty, give everyone on board full access to your systems,” Throttle ordered.A

moment later, the computer responded, “Authorization has been given to an additional seven

crew members. Do you trust them, Throttle?”“I do,” she replied.Birk frowned. “Hm.”“What’s

wrong?” Throttle asked.“I would’ve guessed this ship’s computer to have a female voice,” Birk

said.“I believe this voice was my natural voice; however, I can adjust my resonance to

something more palatable,” Rusty offered.Throttle rolled her eyes. “No. We’re keeping your

voice as is.” She winked at Birk. “I like it.”“Fine.” Birk held up his hands in surrender before he

looked around the bridge. “I sure hope we can get it flying again. It’ll be nice to get back to the

Gabriela and…the sleepers won’t all fit in here, will they?” His smile faded.“We’ll find a way to

fit them all,” Throttle said. “This ship doesn’t run on juice, but we don’t know how long we need

to wait to recharge the jump engine.”“Hey, Captain,” came Eddy’s voice through Throttle’s wrist-

comm.She tapped it to accept the call. “What have you found?”“It’s an easy fix. I just need to

swap out a couple of parts from the Scorpia and fiddle with the wiring to get this bucket up and

running. The parts will be underpowered for a bigger ship but should still work. But I have to

strip components from the Scorpia. She won’t have navigation or communications capabilities

until we find replacement parts.”“Can you swap them back in if it doesn’t work?” she asked.“Of

course.”“Okay. Try it and keep me updated.” She lowered her hand and turned to Birk. “I guess

that makes our decision easy. If Eddy’s swap-out works, we’ll head back to the Gabriela to print

the right parts for this ship while we figure out how to stack the pods.”Birk looked deep in

thought for a moment; then he abruptly stood. “I’ll be back.”She watched him leave before

returning her gaze to the panel before her. She ran her fingers over several screens before

pausing. “Rusty, you’re from Sol, right?”“That seems to be the most logical origination

point.”“Tell me what you know about Earth’s colonization missions.”“Of what data I could

recover, Earth’s first colonization attempt to its moon launched and failed in Earth year 2078.

The following year, its second attempt—”“I mean interstellar missions,” Throttle cut in.“After

colonizing the Sol system, Earth’s first interstellar colony ships departed Earth in year 2356

and arrived in the TRAPPIST-1 system eighty-four years later. Additional ships arrived one

hundred years later, but they were destroyed by the system’s first colonists, and the

TRAPPIST-1 system was marked as a nonviable colonization system.”Throttle leaned back,

frowning. She, like everyone else in the Trappist system, had been told that the Sol system had

collapsed not long after the first three colony ships arrived on Alluvia. Somewhere along the

line, somebody had rewritten history.“All interstellar colonization efforts were then focused on

the Proxima Centauri, Ross, Wolf, and Gliese systems.”“We were headed to the Ross system



when our ship suffered a cat fail,” she said.“That is the nearest colonized system. At least one

planet and several orbital colonies have been developed in that system.”Throttle sat in silence

for a moment. She’d often wondered if the planet they sought was habitable, but she’d never

contemplated that it would already be inhabited.“Captain, my sensors indicate crew member

Michael Birkelli has left the ship and is now using a laser cutter to etch my hull.”“His name’s

Birk,” she corrected. Her brow knit together for a brief moment before she guffawed. She

tapped her wrist-comm. “Birk, don’t tell me you’re naming the ship already.”“Any ship of ours

has to have a name. It’s the right and proper thing to do. Besides, it’d be bad luck to fly a ship

with no name.”She smiled. “And what name did you come up with?”“Throttle, I’d like you to meet

—drumroll, please—the Javelin,” he said with dramatic effect.She considered it for a moment. “I

like it. Now, hurry up and get inside.”“Aye, aye, Captain.”She could hear the sarcasm in his

voice.“Throttle?” Rusty asked.“What?” she said.“I thought you named me Rusty, but Birk has

named me Javelin. Which is it?”“That’s because we see you—the ship’s computer—as a part

of the overall ship,” she answered.“I understand that rationale, however I’m not separate from

the ship. As much as your body requires your mind to function, the ship requires my operating

system to perform. In a way, it’s like calling your mind a different name from your body.”“Think

of it this way. Your legal name’s the Javelin. Your nickname’s Rusty because I like it. Just like my

real name is Halit, but I go by Throttle. Does that make sense?”“Ah, yes. That makes sense.

But I should clarify that my name is SR9104-73.”“No one’s going to call you that because no

one will be able to remember that.”“Captain,” Eddy said.“What’s your update?” she asked.“I’ve

had to tape a few wires together, but we should be good as long as we take it easy.”“Good.”

She glanced up at the speaker. “Rusty, can you read your nav and comm systems?”“I’m

attempting to reboot and connect my systems now.”Long moments passed. Lights flickered.“All

systems operational, Throttle. To where should I set our course?”“Set it for the Gabriela. Its

location should still be in the Scorpia’s nav database.”“I’ve accessed the location and am

running a locator now.” A short pause. “Captain, the ship is no longer in that location.”Throttle

bolted forward. “Then where is it?”“Energy trails indicate it is moving in a trajectory consistent

with your flight path to the Ross system before you diverted to my location.”“It’s running under

its own power?”“That seems to be the case. I’m reading two energy trails in close proximity. It’s

either flying in formation with or being towed by another ship.”“The Gabriela suffered a cat fail.

She can’t fly on her own.” An icy cold built within her that slowed her breath. “Help was nearby.

We never should’ve left them.”In a sudden rush, she tapped her wrist-comm. “Attention, all

crew. Wrap up what you’re doing and report to the bridge. We’re going to jump as soon as

everyone’s buckled in.”Throttle stared out the front window. Those sleepers were her

responsibility, and she’d left them alone while they sought help. Whoever found them might not

know how to protect the pods and could do something that would cause them harm. They had

to get back to the Gabriela.She inhaled deeply. “Rusty, plot an intercept course. We’re going

after our people.”Chapter FiveThrottle came awake to the sound of her cabin door opening.

She rubbed her eyes and saw Birk’s silhouette in the doorway.She came up on an elbow as he

stepped inside the dark room.“Rusty, turn on the lights,” he said.The room remained dark.“I

mean it.”No change.Birk blew out a breath. “I’m sorry for what I said earlier.”The lights came

on.She smirked. “What’d you say to Rusty?”“I threatened to change the name on the hull from

Javelin to Broomstick.”“Why?”“Because for being a computer, Rusty can be hardheaded and

stupid.”“Sylvian says it’ll work a lot better once she has a chance to install new data protocols,”

she said. “I take it we’ll be dropping out of jump speed soon.”He shook his head. “We don’t

drop out for well over an hour.”“Then why’d you wake me?”A sly grin emerged. “I thought we

could take advantage of that time.”She smiled. “Rusty, lights off.”The room went dark.“Why



does Rusty always do what you tell it to do?” he asked.“Maybe because I enunciate my words.

Now do you want to talk, or do you want to…”An hour later, Throttle and Birk left their cabin

and walked toward the bridge. With every step, her left brace clicked.Birk glanced down at her

leg and frowned. “One of your braces has a hitch in it.”She shrugged. “It’s no big deal. Probably

just needs to be greased.”“I’ll take it apart later to take a look.”They reached the bridge and

found Nolin and Sylvian sitting at stations they’d each chosen for themselves.“Even with the

right numbers programmed in, Rusty tends to drift. I have to make adjustments every now and

then to keep on course,” Nolin was telling Sylvian.“I’m not surprised,” Sylvian said. “The deeper

I go into uploading the Scorpia’s data into Rusty’s systems, the more holes I see. Rusty’s done

a good job at patching itself, but it needs full diagnostics run across all its systems. And Eddy

says it needs a lot more than two pieces of hardware that it couldn’t build for itself. If only we

had the printer that’s back on the Gabriela, then we’d have the Javelin primed in a month.”“How

are we looking on this latest jump?” Throttle said as she strolled toward her chair.“All systems

are handling the jump within acceptable parameters,” Rusty said.Nolin spoke. “We’re making

faster than expected progress even with having to make shorter jumps due to not having any

maps of this system. According to Rusty, the Javelin’s jump engine can achieve point three

nine light speed, which is significantly faster than either the Scorpia or Gabriela could achieve.

That difference adds up quickly when we’re talking about crossing multiple sectors—or

quadrants in Rusty’s lingo. After we drop out of this jump, we should be back within

communication range of the Gabriela.”“We’ve been lucky,” Sylvian added. “The reno-bots may

have rebuilt much of the ship, but they can’t rebuild data and protocols. Nearly every routine is

running with gaps. Rusty has developed a response program that skips over any runtime error

to prevent freezes. If Eddy hadn’t managed to hardwire the Scorpia’s components to the

Javelin, any sort of flight would be impossible. I’ve been running an import of all the Scorpia’s

data to fill in the gaps in the Javelin’s systems. But the technology is different enough, I could

be just as easily introducing new problems as I am fixing the old ones. Basically, we’re beta

testing a new ship, and we’re going to have bugs. At least we haven’t been having glitches with

the environmentals like we’ve been having with our jumps.” She tapped the helmet she had

placed at the edge of her panel.“You have nothing to fear, Sylvian,” Rusty said. “The

environmental system is one of my least complicated systems. I know humans can survive only

within very narrow ranges of atmosphere, pressure, temperature, and gravity. Maintaining

these ranges became quite simple once my hull was sealed and I established a baseline.

Boosted speed, on the other hand, requires numerous variables and complicated algorithms in

feeding power to the engine while simultaneously monitoring the current sector for risks. Even

my advanced processors require many hours to perform virtual tests of all

calibrations.”Throttle’s wrist-comm chimed. She read the screen before tapping to accept the

communication. “How’s it going back there, Eddy?”“The Frankenstein patches are barely

holding. The quadriscope shimmies and shakes every time we go into and drop out of jump

speed. I need some more hands back here to help strap things down.”She glanced at Birk, who

nodded and hustled off the bridge.“Birk’s headed your way now.”“I could use any extra help you

can send.”“Can the bots also assist?” she asked.“I’m using all of them already.”“Okay. More

help’s coming. Just hold it together.” She changed her comm channel to call out to three other

crew members. “Aubree, Garrett, Finn, I need you to give Eddy a hand in engineering.”“We’re

nearly done unloading a crate in the galley. If we leave it, food packets could break when we

drop out of jump speed,” Aubree responded.“Then one of you stay behind and finish in the

galley. The other two go help Eddy—keeping the hardware from falling apart is the priority right

now. And hurry. We’ll be dropping out of jump speed in five minutes.”“On our way, boss,” Garrett



said.On the Gabriela, hardware broke due to wear and tear. On the Javelin, they didn’t even

have all the necessary hardware to begin with.Throttle blew out a breath. “Rusty, how are the

systems looking for our drop?”“There are no red alerts. However, I have three yellow alerts,

which are occurring due to incongruencies between my protocols and the Scorpia’s. My

systems have found the obsolete configuration that was applied in the small ship challenging to

incorporate,” the ship’s command center replied.“That ship may seem obsolete to you, but it’s

never let me down before, and it’s gotten you into jump speed. Speaking of jump speed, before

we drop out, I want you to confirm that the Gabriela won’t shoot right through us.”“Our flight

path will run one hundred kilometers from the flight path of the other ship,” Rusty said.Nolin

added, “I’ve double-checked Rusty’s numbers, because we were off a smidge a couple of

jumps back, but I think I’ve got the calcs zeroed in now. We have to be close enough that their

systems will auto-drop them out of jump speed, but not put us in harm’s way.”“We’ll transition

from jump speed in five minutes. All crew members should be secured for their safety,” Rusty

broadcast throughout the ship.Throttle fastened her seat harness, and she saw Nolin and

Sylvian do the same. She watched the countdown and grabbed onto her armrests in the

seconds before the transition. The lights dimmed, the constant hum of the jump engine cut off,

and the bridge rattled. A moment later, the lights returned to normal.Throttle’s brows rose.

“That was the smoothest transition yet.”“I’ve been having Rusty work on adjusting the

calculations,” Sylvian said. “The challenge is we’re using the Scorpia’s numbers for a much

bigger ship, and without its full operating system, Rusty has to basically guess at where to

adjust, and I’ve had to program in some wide buffers for estimates. It looks like its guesses are

finally starting to work out.”“I’m not really guessing,” Rusty said. “I calibrate my systems based

on historical data and predictive analysis and then use iterations to gather new data.”“Sounds a

lot like guessing to me,” Throttle said. “Where’s the Gabriela now?”“I have picked up an object

moving at jump speed within this subsector and moving in direct line to our current position. It

should intercept in eight seconds.”Throttle’s eyes widened. “Wait. We don’t want to be in a

direct line—”The stars through the bridge window suddenly wavered, and two ships appeared

just off the Javelin’s bow. The ships veered off to the right, narrowly missing a head-on collision

with Throttle’s ship.Throttle let out a breath. “Nolin, I think you need to keep tweaking those

flight calculations.”“Uh, yeah. I’ll get right on that,” Nolin said breathlessly.Throttle slowly relaxed

her fingers that had been gripping her armrest. She looked out the window to see the two ships

turn back as one toward the Javelin. The larger ship was the Gabriela, which looked like a

massive gray whale compared to the much smaller ship in formation with it. The other ship,

similar in size to the Javelin, was painted a flat black and could’ve easily been missed if she

hadn’t been looking for it.A rock formed in her gut. Most ships were painted brighter colors to

be visible from a distance. Very few ships tried to blend into the black. The Scorpia was one of

them, and it, too, was painted black. She bit the inside of her cheek. “Rusty, what can you tell

me about the ship next to the Gabriela?”“I currently have no registry of space-capable makes

and models. My scans indicate it is most likely a trading vessel. That’s odd for a trading vessel:

it has several projectile-type weapons, likely machine guns with magnetic ammunition

rounds.”Throttle swallowed.“Pirates,” Birk gritted out.She swung around to see him enter the

bridge with a scowl on his face.“I hate pirates,” Nolin said. Then throwing a quick glance at Birk,

he added, “Other pirates, I mean.”Throttle pursed her lips. “They know we’re here, so let’s see

who we’re dealing with. Rusty, ping them.”After a lengthy silence, Rusty spoke. “There has

been no response to your communication request even though I’m confident they received

it.”“Relay the following voice message, then,” Throttle said. “To the rescuers of the Gabriela. We

thank you for your assistance. We’d like to inquire as to the health of the passengers on board



the ship. Please open a communication channel so we can discuss options to retrieve our

passengers.”“My sensors show that they are opening weapons bays,” Rusty announced. “I

assume that’s not a friendly response.”“Guess they’re not interested in talking,” Throttle said.

“Shields up.”“I have no shields.”She winced. “Old habits.”“My hull density is four point six times

denser than anything my scans pick up on their ship.”“Does that take into account the impact

power of each of those projectiles they’re about to fire at us?” she asked.A brief pause. “There

is a risk of penetration. Alert: Shots have been fired.”Throttle nosed the ship up as she heard

the peppering of metal on metal outside the Javelin.“Did any shots breach the hull?” she

asked.“My systems report no breaches, though the rounds have dented the hull,” Rusty said. “I

would also like you to know that evasive maneuvers are impractical, as the magnetic rounds

travel at far greater speeds than the maneuvers my nav engines are capable of making.”“Shut

up,” Throttle said before mumbling, “I’d rather do something than just sitting around and waiting

to get shot to pieces.”“Whatever’s going on up there, make it stop. My hardware is getting jarred

around back here!” Eddy’s voice came through Throttle’s wrist-comm.She ignored him as she

leveled the Javelin to see the pirate ship and the Gabriela turn away.Sylvian pointed. “See how

the ships are flying in perfect concert? The pirates must be running some kind of harness

program that links the Gabriela’s flight controls to the other ship.”“Can you cut the connection?”

Throttle asked.Sylvian thought for a moment. “I could broadcast noise on all frequencies. It

might not work, but then again, they’re just sending a digital signal, so it might do the

trick.”Throttle pointed at the tech. “Do it.”“Working on it,” Sylvian said.Throttle pointed at how the

stars wavered. “What’s that distortion over there?”Rusty answered, “It appears to be a space

bend.”“What the heck’s a space bend?” Birk asked.Throttle shook her head. “I don’t care what it

is. I want to know why those ships are headed for it.”“A space bend is a rudimentary wormhole,

not unlike a primordial black hole, that shortens the distance between two nearby star systems.

I believe the reason that pirate ship is out this far is because it traveled through the space

bend. Otherwise, it would’ve taken them years to get out this far from any colonies whose radio

chatter I’ve picked up.”The two ships outside the Javelin’s window shuddered and then

disappeared into the black.“Damn it! Sorry. They jumped. I didn’t get it in time,” Sylvian

exclaimed.“Follow them,” Throttle ordered.Birk leaned against the wall, his arms folded over his

chest. “We’d better be careful. I’d lay bets on that pirate ship having a few tricks up its sleeve.

There’s no way it randomly came across the Gabriela’s emergency beacon.”“Then how’d it find

it?” Nolin asked. “There were no ships nearby when it went into cat fail.”Birk’s lips curled. “It

probably has stealth capabilities. I bet it picked up on the Gabriela some time back, snuck up

alongside, and used that harness program to mimic a cat fail. Any good hacker could pull

something like that off, and pirates always have good hackers. My guess is they used the cat

fail to get the crew to abandon ship so that they had a cargo ship ripe for the pickings without

any risk whatsoever to themselves. It’s a smart plan. It’s exactly the sort of thing I’d try if I were

still a pirate.”“That would explain how the Gabriela is running under its own power,” Throttle

said and then hit the armrest with her fist. “The bastards used smoke and mirrors to flush us

out of our own ship.”Birk shrugged. “Like I said, it was a smart plan. I’m a pirate, and I hadn’t

even considered that we were getting played when we were back on the Gabriela.”“But what’s

going to happen to the sleepers when they find out that there’re still people on board?” Sylvian

asked, frowning.Birk scowled. “Back when I flew with the Honorless, we never took

passengers. Most pirates didn’t deal with passengers because they could be a real hassle.

Generally, you either leave them behind on their ship, or you’d just…leave them behind. The

pirates who took passengers took them for only one reason. There’s good money in

slavery.”Sylvian shook her head. “But that was back home. These guys’ star system might not



deal in slavery.”“Wherever there’s people, there’s slavery. Trust me,” Birk said.Throttle breathed

deeply. While she hated the idea that the sleepers were now prisoners, that they were alive

was the only thing that mattered. Everything else was just details that she’d take care of after

getting them back safely.“I have completed my calculations,” Rusty said. “I’m highly confident

the space bend will bring us out into the Ross system.”“Good. Let’s go get them,” she said.“I

can’t enter jump speed at this time, as my solar arrays are drained,” Rusty said.“What is the

estimated time to recharge?” she asked.“Estimated time to recharge is forty-three

minutes.”“Have the ship ready to jump the moment it has enough charge to do so.” Throttle

tapped her comm. “Eddy, we’re going to make more jumps, so do what you need to do to

prepare.”“What I need is to print hardware that’s rightsized for this beast before we make any

more jumps, or else we’re going to end up with another cat fail. But I bet we won’t be so lucky

as to come across another Javelin out here.”Throttle bit the inside of her cheek as Eddy’s voice

climbed an octave. When he finished, she tried to speak calmly. “Eddy, parking for repairs is not

an option right now. Pirates have run off with the Gabriela. We have to make more jumps so we

don’t lose them, which means I need you to find a way to secure the patched hardware. When

we take back the Gabriela, you can print everything you need.” She tapped her comm to end

the relay and looked to Birk. “Why aren’t you back there helping him?”Birk raised his hands in

mock surrender. “He sent me up here to tell you not to make any more jumps.”Her lips

thinned.Birk gave a solemn nod. “I know, I know. I’m heading back there to talk Eddy down.

Again. We’ll keep this bucket of bolts together and go get our people back.”Throttle unhooked

her seat harness and pushed up from the panel. “Wait. We’ll talk to him together.”Forty-three

minutes later, the Javelin entered jump speed. Six minutes after that, Rusty dropped the ship

out of jump speed.“What happened?” Throttle asked as she pulled herself back into her seat

from getting knocked to the floor.“Apologies, Throttle,” Rusty said. “My sensors picked up

objects that could pose a risk to our flight path. My protocols state to transition immediately to

sub-speeds to prevent danger to my systems and crew.”She frowned. They were on the same

flight path as the pirates. Had the pirates struck something? “Show me what your sensors

caught.”The data on Throttle’s screen was replaced by an image of three white dots. She

zoomed in, and the dots became cylinders.Her blood went cold. “Rusty, scan those cryopods

for signs of life.”To her right, Nolin and Sylvian gasped and murmured.Rusty spoke. “They are

too far out for my sensors to pick up any biological signatures. However, a heat scan indicates

the objects have leveled out at the same temperature as the surrounding space, at three point

seven kelvin. If there are occupants in those pods, survival without protective gear would be

impossible.”Throttle’s jaw clenched. Unlike ships’ emergency evacuation pods, cryopods were

not sealed against the cold vacuum of space. The rock in her gut told her that those pods still

had their sleepers.“Why would they do such a thing?” Sylvian asked quietly.“They’re trying to

slow us down,” Nolin answered.“But they’d have to drop out of jump speed to—to do

that.”Throttle forced her breathing to return to normal. “We know the Gabriela’s jump speeds

are slower than ours. They’ve probably figured that out, too. So they dropped out just long

enough to jettison a few pods before jumping again. They knew the pods would not only make

us drop out, but that we’d stop long enough to check out pods.” She swallowed. “Rusty, have

you picked up any more pods on our flight path?”“I can only scan the length of one sector at a

time. My sensors haven’t picked up any more objects in this sector.”“There will be more,”

Throttle said grimly before adding, “Get back to jump speed. We’re not going to let them get

away.”Chapter SixEighteen.That was the number of sleepers who’d been jettisoned in their

cryopods in the space bend along the way to the Ross system. That they died in their sleep,

with no pain, mattered little to Throttle. She thought she’d lost the colonists once when she



abandoned the Gabriela to search for help. Once she’d learned there was hope for their

survival, it carved a deep wound inside her to see their deaths needlessly take place one by

one.The Javelin dropped out of jump speed for the final time at the edge of the Ross system,

where the red dwarf star shone like a distant lighthouse calling them to shore. A small white

and gray ice world sat glistening nearby. There were several more planets in that star system,

too far to see with the naked eye, including the one that the sleepers Throttle’s crew had been

transporting were going to call home.“My sensors indicate there are multiple ships in this

sector, including the Gabriela and the less than friendly ship accompanying it,” Rusty

announced.Throttle searched for the ship through the window. “Where are they?”“They have

docked at an artificial structure in orbit around the dwarf planet nearest us. It looks to be a

space station, but the planet is blocking my scans.”Within seconds, the communication channel

chimed.“We’re receiving an incoming transmission. It is a space station,” Rusty

announced.Throttle nodded. “Connect us.”“This is the West network of the Jade-8 Terra orbital

colony. You have entered our airspace. Relay your spacecraft credentials.”Throttle spoke.

“Jade-8, this is galactic exploration ship SR9104-73. We would like permission to dock.”A long

minute later, the station responded, “We have no record of a ship with the N-number

SR9104-73, and we’re unable to determine your ship’s model. Verify.”She’d expected that,

knowing the Javelin had likely been removed from the ship registry many decades earlier. “That

number is correct. We’re from the Trappist system, so my ship may not be in your registry.”This

time, a couple of minutes passed before a response came. “Dock at West bay nineteen.

Relaying docking procedures now.”“I have received and inputted docking procedures. With your

permission, I’ll autopilot, maneuver, and initiate docking sequence with the station,” Rusty

said.“Do it,” Throttle said.Rusty announced to the ship, “Crew, prepare for docking in twenty-

four minutes.”Throttle pushed to her feet, eyed her two crew members on the bridge, and then

broadcast to the ship, “All crew to the galley for a briefing in five.”She headed to the galley, the

largest common area on the ship, and made herself a cup of nicotea while she waited for the

crew, the nicotine in the tea supplying her senses with more acuity almost instantly. All seven

members arrived shortly after. Throttle looked across their faces. All looked alert, though Eddy

and Aubree looked nervous, as they often did during uncertain times.She began, “This will be

our first in-person contact with these people, who may or may not be associated with the

pirates who stole the Gabriela. That means we don’t have any idea what we’ll find at this

station. If you have extra weapons, now’s the time to have them easily accessible, though keep

them relatively concealed. We want to look prepared, not aggressive.”Birk eyed the knives

strapped on Throttle’s thighs, the pistols on her hips, and then made eye contact with a raised

brow.“Well, we don’t want to look overly aggressive,” she added. “Birk, Nolin, and Finn are with

me. That leaves Sylvian, Eddy, Aubree, and Garrett back at the ship. Sylvian and Eddy, that

should give you extra time to work on Rusty, so we don’t have to be worried every time we

jump.”“Oh, good,” Eddy said with a loud sigh, and everyone looked at him. “What? I don’t want

to leave the ship. Who knows what you’ll find out there? There could be criminals or, worse,

sick people out there.”“I should come in case things turn sour,” Garrett said.Throttle shook her

head. “No. I need you back on the ship in case anyone tries to break in.” She glanced up at the

speakers. “Rusty, I want you to lock down your flight systems. We all know there are pirates

around, and I want to make sure no one tries to run off with the Javelin. If anyone who’s not a

part of this crew tries to get on board without my permission, launch whatever defensive

protocols you’ve got to protect the crew.”“I will lock down my flights systems as soon as we are

safely docked. You have nothing to worry about. My priority is to protect my crew, Throttle,”

Rusty said.“Good.” She looked across her crew again. “Now, let’s get ready to meet people



from a different star system.”As the crew dispersed, Birk sidled up next to Throttle. “You think

these people will be any better than the ones back home?”“Until we know for sure, I’m going to

assume they’re not.”“And if they’re worse?”“I’m going to need these.” She pulled out and twirled

knives in both hands before sheathing them.He pulled out the pistol in his hip holster and

looked at it for a moment. “I’d better grab a bigger gun,” he said, turned on his heel, and left the

galley.Throttle returned to the bridge in time to see the space station come into view. It was a

monstrosity of metal, plastic, and carbon fiber, a maze of cubes and connecting cylinders, as

though it’d been built piecemeal over many years. All of it spun, likely to support a gravity

platform. She couldn’t separate the original station from all the add-ons and wondered what the

purpose of the place was. Back home, space docks were used for refueling or for building and

maintaining ships. This station was big enough and odd looking enough that it could’ve been

used for all that and more.Dozens of oblong cylinders poked out from the outer edges, and she

counted at least twenty ships of various sizes docked on them. There. On the far side of the

station—the opposite side to which the Javelin was flying, sat the Gabriela. It was docked

alone on one such cylinder, nearly camouflaged by structures built out from the central part of

the station.“Rusty, you see the Gabriela over there?”“I see it through my sensors,” Rusty

said.“Keep an eye on it. Let me know if it moves,” she said.“I don’t have eyes, but I assure you

my sensor array is superior to all human senses.”Throttle sighed. “That’s what I meant, Rusty.”“I

thought you were anthropomorphizing me. I understand now that you were simply using

humanlike vernacular in addressing my components. I will adjust my responses for future

conversations.”“At least you’re learning,” she said as her focus turned to the dock they

approached. The number nineteen was painted in large numbers above an airlock along the

side of a large tube. There was a small ship about the size of the Scorpia docked at the next

airlock to the right. As the Javelin approached the airlock, cables sprang out from the station

and connected to the ship like magnets.“Restraining cables?” Throttle asked aloud.“That is my

assumption,” Rusty replied.Throttle’s eyes narrowed as she felt the ship connect to the airlock.

“I want you to have your reno-bots programmed to detach any physical restraining systems

should they try to keep us here.”“I will, but that means I will need to reallocate them from

Eddy’s projects.”“Do it.” She blew out a breath and took one last look at the station before them.

“Okay. Wish us luck.”“May you not require luck, Throttle,” Rusty said.She headed to the airlock,

where she met the three crew members going into the station with her. Birk had swapped his

smaller pistol for a full-sized projectile-style handgun and had a bag slung over his shoulder

that she knew to be filled with all the tools a pirate often needed. Nolin had a photon pistol

holstered at his hip and wore a backpack. Finn had no obvious weapons, but he wore a jacket

that she hadn’t seen him wear before, and she suspected the veteran soldier wasn’t wearing it

for warmth.Throttle wore the most visible weapons with four knives and two pistols on the

outside of her chime suit, and she had another three blades concealed under her suit. She’d

worn that arsenal for over fifteen years and would feel naked with even one fewer weapon. She

was leaving her rifle behind, and she craved to have something to hold. Instead, she cracked

her knuckles and stepped into the Javelin’s airlock. The other three followed, and the door

behind them closed.“A secure seal has been established. Opening outer airlock door,” Rusty

announced the second before the door opened.The station’s airlock door was already open,

and a man wearing a business suit and glasses stood before her. A guard stood to either side,

each holding a rifle. She’d expected these people to look different, but they were much the

same height, same skin colors, everything.The man gave a slight nod. “I am Don Simon.

Welcome to Jade-8 West.”“I’m Halit Reyne, captain of the Javelin and the Gabriela. This is my

crew.” She motioned to the three men with her.“Is this all of your crew?” Don asked.She cocked



her head. “Why do you ask?”“Since your ship is not in the registry, Mr. West needs to validate

all members of your crew for access to Jade-8.”“This is all of them,” she lied.He nodded and

then gestured to the corridor length behind him. “I will take you to meet Mr. West now.”As they

strode through the dirty white tube, Don glanced at Throttle. “I should warn you, weapons are

allowed on Jade-8, but we have a no-strike policy. Commit even one misdemeanor, and you

lose the right to carry weapons anywhere on Jade-8.” He tapped his glasses. “And that

includes you and your crew’s concealed weapons as well.”“We don’t intend to cause trouble,”

Throttle said. “We’re just here to pick up some stolen property, and then we’ll be on our

way.”When they reached the end of the corridor, Don led them into an elevator. He stepped in

and motioned; then Throttle and her team stepped into the windowless brown box with chipped

paint. Don’s two goons stepped in last and blocked the door. Throttle might have been

concerned if they hadn’t given her their backs. Since they faced away, she found herself relax

somewhat as the doors closed and the elevator climbed.Every ten seconds or so, the elevator

would stop and move horizontally before beginning its climb once again. The elevator moved

slowly, and the minutes dragged by.Birk gave a drawn-out sigh. “Well, this is exciting.”Her lips

curled upward.The elevator chimed.“We are here,” Don said.The guards stepped out as soon

as the door opened. Don walked alongside Throttle, forcing her crew members to walk behind

her.They strode through another hallway, this one shorter and nicer than the other. The paint

wasn’t chipped, and paintings were hung on the walls. The art was odd and looked like

someone had simply dipped a brush in paint and splattered it across a canvas. Each painting

had a title stamped on a brass plate. She passed by “Sunset,” followed by “Sunrise,” though

she couldn’t make out a star in either piece.The door at the end of the hallway opened, and

Don led the way through while the guards filtered to either side. Throttle gave her crew a

glance before leading them through the doorway.“Here are the Freelanders to see you, Mr.

West,” Don said and immediately moved to stand near the wall.A white man had been leaning

back in a chair, with his feet propped up on the desk, and looking at a flexible screen he held.

Upon their entry, he stood and walked around the desk to stand before Throttle. He was

dressed far more casually than Don; Throttle would’ve guessed that the two men’s roles were

flip-flopped, with Mr. West working for Don Simon rather than the other way around.Mr. West

looked at Throttle and cocked his head. “But you’re not Freelanders. You’re Trappists. That

makes you far more interesting.”“We’re from the Trappist system,” Throttle clarified.He smiled

and shook his head. “Trappists are practically a myth. An exceptionally violent sect of Solsters

who abandoned everyone and everything linked to their history. The rumors were that they

killed themselves off through constant strife. No one’s ever seen a Trappist before. I don’t think

anyone believed they still existed. I feel privileged for the opportunity to be meeting you

today.”“Well, I never expected to meet a living person from somewhere other than the Trappist

system until recently, Mr. West,” Throttle said.He held out his hand. “Call me Jakob.”She looked

at it, then grabbed his forearm. “Halit Reyne, but everyone tends to call me Throttle.”He

chuckled, pulled his hand away enough to grip her hand in his, and then shook it.She frowned

but mimicked his odd action, relieved when he released her.She motioned to Birk, Nolin, and

Finn. “And this is my crew.”Jakob gave a small nod in their direction before turning back to her.

“You’ve had a long journey to be so far from your home system. What brought you to our little

system?”“We were the crew on a colonization mission until some pirates stole our colony ship,

the Gabriela.”“Ah, yes. I saw that behemoth docked over at Jade-8 East. It was brought in by

the crew of the Harlot, a rather scrappy group of spacefarers. However, they do manage to find

some of the more interesting things in Ross and its nearby systems.”Throttle lifted her chin. “I

need my ship back.”He gave a sympathetic frown. “I’m afraid I can’t help you. The Harlot’s crew



works for my sister, which means any ship they haul in belongs to her. She runs Jade-8

East.”“How do I talk to her, then?” Throttle asked.“You’d need to transfer over to her side of

Jade-8 and request a meeting.”Throttle’s brows rose. “And can you help with that?”His lips

narrowed into a humorless smile. “My sister and I don’t exactly get along. We haven’t for some

time now.” His gaze then narrowed. “But you have a ship already, one that looks to be far more

efficient than that colony ship docked over on the East side. You would’ve been better off if

you’d just written off your other ship.”“It’s not the ship I care about,” Throttle said. “It’s the eight

hundred and forty-four colonists in cryopods on board.”Jakob’s face blanched before he quickly

recovered. “I did not realize there were passengers still on board. I’m sorry, I really am, but

there’s nothing I can do to help them. Interstellar law states that black swans—ships dead in

space—are deemed open to claim, and both the ship and its contents become the property of

the finders.”“People aren’t property.”“You’re not from around here. You’ll find that ownership

takes on a new meaning on Jade-8. Interstellar laws have always been overly complicated,

which make them a bit gray, so my great-great-grandfather who started Jade-8 made it simple

by saying anything on a black swan is fair game. Jade-8’s simple laws have kept this colony

alive for two hundred years.”Throttle gritted her teeth. “You’re saying my sleepers are now

slaves, and there’s not a damn thing I can do about it?”“They’re not slaves per se. But if I know

Anna, she’s already created lifelong contracts with each of them that would place them under

her tenure.”“They’re in cryosleep. How can they sign contracts?”“Contracts can be signed for

individuals unable to sign for themselves. And since those colonists are from the Trappist

system, they’d have no legal protections in the Ross system. My sister will probably have them

work for her here on Jade-8 or auction off their contracts. If she does the latter, you may be

able to buy a few.”She inhaled through her nose, taking air in deeply and slowly. After a

moment, she gritted out, “If you can’t help, we’re done here.”She turned to go.“Hold on a

minute.”Throttle paused.“There’s another piece of business we need to discuss.”She slowly

turned.“I like your ship.”She gave a sarcastic, “Thanks.” Inside, the knots in her stomach had

tightened into leaden balls of rage.“It’s not a very common situation, having an unregistered

ship dock at Jade-8. Most unregistered ships are either stolen or home-built, but yours poses

an opportunity. Well, an opportunity for me. A predicament for you.”She bit the inside of her

cheeks as fury rose within her. The palms of her hands had become damp with sweat.“An

unregistered ship also constitutes a black swan and is therefore open to claim. Since you

docked on my side of Jade-8, I’ve staked claim to your ship—the Javelin, I believe it’s

called.”Birk took a step forward. “You can’t do that.”“According to Jade-8 law, I can and I am,”

Jakob said. A hint of smugness showed through his smooth features.“It’s not your ship,” Throttle

said coldly, her hands moving closer to her blades.Jakob smiled. “It is now.” He lifted his hand.

“I know you’re frustrated, losing two ships in such a short timeframe.”She glared. “I’m a damn

sight more than ‘frustrated.’”“And that’s understandable,” he said. “The laws don’t always work

in everyone’s favor, in this case, especially for you as Trappists.”Throttle pulled out her blades.

She heard movement behind her and glanced to see Birk with a blaster in his hand, and the

two guards aiming their rifles, one at Birk, the other at her. Nolin stood to the side, with his

hand on his holster, and Finn seemed to be moving closer to the guards.“The way I see it, if

the laws don’t cover us, then they don’t apply to us, either. What’s to stop me from slicing your

neck before your guard can put a bullet in my back?” Throttle asked.Jakob smiled, held out his

forefinger, and—much to Throttle’s surprise—tapped the air. Whatever was standing between

the pair glistened and rippled outward. “I initiated an energy field after I shook your hand. You

can’t blame me for not trusting a historically violent people.”Throttle’s gaze covered the energy

field, but she couldn’t find any weakness, let alone where it began and where it ended.Jakob



continued, “Since there are no legal protections for Trappists, Anna would’ve placed lifelong

contracts on you and your crew as well. Unlike her, I don’t deal in human trafficking. Trust me,

I’m not the bad guy on this colony, but I must do what is necessary to keep my sister from

staking claim to all of Jade-8, even if that means taking advantage of opportunities when they

arise.”“Like stealing ships,” Throttle gritted out.“Like taking ownership of a black swan,” he

clarified. “I won’t arrest you for drawing your weapons this time. You’re free to go, but after you

leave here, you cannot return to your ship because it is now my ship. Any attempts, and you

will be arrested. If you attack any of my people, you will be killed.” He took a breath. “I don’t

want to leave you homeless and force you into breaking the law to survive. I have covered rent

for one year on an apartment for you and your crew. Don will print pass-cards for each of you

on the way to your new home. With these cards, you will be able to find contracts and build a

new life here. There are over thirty thousand people who live on Jade-8. There are many

opportunities to succeed.” He smiled. “Welcome. You’re now Jaders with full legal

status.”Throttle guffawed. “You think little pieces of plastic make up for stealing my ship?”His

smile faded. “No, I don’t. Life isn’t easy for anyone in the Ross system. As I said before, we all

do what we have to do to get by. Anna keeps pushing her boundaries, which means I need to

do everything I can to stop her. Having the larger fleet enables me to keep her in check.” With

that, Jakob waved them off.She watched him. If she could’ve killed him at that moment, she

would’ve, but the energy field was a problem. That left only one option she hadn’t yet tried. “Let

us work for you,” she said in a rush. “Let me keep my ship, and we’ll work for you.”He shook his

head. “I would consider your offer, except that I know you would keep trying to free your people

while under my employment. If you caused trouble in Jade-8 East as an employee of mine,

you’d end up starting a war between my sister and me. That’s the excuse she craves to take

over all of Jade-8. I can’t risk it. I’m sorry. Maybe one day, when your lost people are no longer

an issue, I can hire you. Until then, find jobs at Jade-8. Make a new life here. If you don’t want

to stay here, buy passage on a ship to Hiraeth and live in a planetside colony. There are plenty

of colonies in which to live there, or plenty of open land to build a new colony. I imagine that

was the planet you were headed to when your colony ship was taken.”
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Mary H, “Excellent Read. First off the writer does her job extremely well. The editing is

superior to other e books. I did not have go back and re-read sentences to understand what

she was describing. One of my pet peeves is the over use of the word "that". Usually you can

read a sentence without " that" being used and the sentence is not compromised. Very few if

any grammatical errors to detract from the story! Thank you Rachel for a great story. Definitely

a book to get lost in.”

Ann Engel, “A fitting sequel to Fringe. I read Fringe in it's entirety, and was thrilled to see there

would be a continuation of the story with Throttle's journey to a new star system. The book is

loaded with action, adventure, intrigue and humanity. If you liked Fringe, you will also like Flight

of the Javelin. Now,all I need to know is when the next installment is coming out!”

Richard W, “The author does a very good story. Enjoyed this well written story combining a

couple of good storylines with enough character development of the major players to keep me

reading until the finish as soon as possible.It is nearly impossible to invent a storyline that

hasn’t already been well used but the author is to be commended for the blending of storylines

with a couple good twists to tweak them from the normal.I can recommend this set as a good

read.”

Tony &#34;SpaceRatt&#34; Cooper, “Absolutely great adventure. A well written space

adventure with non stop action amd believable charaters. At times uou may find yourself

cheering or turning the pages in trepidation. My only complaint is that there are only 3 books

so it ends with a huge cliffhanger! Please, please continue this adventure!! One of the best sci-

fi books I've read in years!”

Ralph P., “Space opera at it's finest.. Snarky characters, great combat scenes and intriguing

views of possible future consequences of current business practices taken to extremes. A great

adventure with a cautionary tale hidden inside.”

Jay Halsey, “Couldn't put this down!. This story kept me in suspense the whole time. I didn't

want to put it down. I hope that this isn't the end of the story for Throttle or the universe as she

knows it.”

monteo, “Good read. Well done book. Fast paced, good character development without too

many characters to keep track of. Series is not complete”

Alan Sh, “A good follow up to the Fringe series. I enjoyed it - mostly. A bit too much blood and

death for the humour. Without giving too much away, I thought it ended too quickly and left a lot

of openings for further writing.I also assume there's going to be more books following this as

the story isn't finished.”

Dave Sussman, “A fun ride. I haven't quite finished this yet, but am enjoying it a lot. It's not

massively taxing, which frankly is what I'm after. Too often stories have to be complex with

multiple consecutive plots, and while this are often great, sometimes you want something a

little simpler. I like this bunch of characters, the dialog is witty, and is quite happily read more.”

chrisherbs, “Fast paced and interesting plot lines. I have read the first book and am looking

forward to reading the rest. Very enjoyable book. The plot line keeps me interested.”
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